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The Watershed Sentinel is looking for guest editors to  enliven our pages with 
viewpoints from around the web of life. 
Do you have an expertise and passion for a particular topic? Some experience 
with writing and publications? Do you know someone who does? Share it 
with us and all our readers. Pitch us a feature topic. 
Guest editors, individuals or organizations,  will bring their perspective and  
knowledge to a selection of articles, while respecting the philosophy of the 
WS. Suggested topics might be as scientific as “Logging on Karst through 
History,” as poetic as “Nature through Song and Poetry,” or as philosophical as 
“Searching for the New Economy.” 
We are also looking for someone to lead an examination of the ecological 
curricula in schools and colleges, and also the state of green trade certification. 

Get in touch – our pages are waiting! 
Email editor@watershedsentinel.ca 
Be the Power in People Powered Media. 
For more information see www.watershedsentinel.ca/opportunity  

* People powered, bottom up media
* Learn from indigenous viewpoints
* Give voice to grassroots and community activists
* Reflect, not dictate 
* Explore, not pre-determine
* Provide balance, a voice to all sides within an environmental and social justice perspective, with content 
inclusive of science and passion, environmental justice and conservation. 
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EDITORIAL

At the ’Shed
Farewell to Susan MacVittie, who is leaving the Watershed Sentinel for a 

wonderful new job opportunity. In her role as managing editor, Susan brought 
new energy and organization to the magazine, as well as a lot of laughter, and 
she will be missed. 

Gold Watch? Founding editor Don Malcolm has retired from the magazine. 
Don’s creativity gave us our name, our mission statement, “We all live in a wa-
tershed...” and so much more. His friends will be happy to know that he is still 
dancing and welcomes visitors.

Volunteers Needed. We are looking for volunteer copy editors to join our 
editorial team for a few hours every month. All you need is the ability to edit, 
and to work in Word Track Changes. We also need a volunteer ad rep who can 
work in Victoria or Vancouver for commission only, and guest editors to help the 
magazine grow (see inside front cover). 

Shout Out! A huge thanks to Byron Sheardown and the great folks at In-
ternational Web ExPress, our printer. For over a decade Byron has gone the ex-
tra mile to help us walk the talk, and with this issue, due to the efforts of Web 
ExPress, we are able to once again print on 100% recycled, chlorine free paper. 

The Land Movement
Spring approaches and change is in the air. There are changes at the Wa-

tershed Sentinel, and a change in the federal government, which is signalling a 
new respect for its citizens. We will not fulfill our entire ecological agenda. We 
certainly won’t get the state of emergency with individual carbon rationing that 
the climate crisis requires. 

But respect and dialogue are better than the contempt with which citizens 
have been treated for the last decade. It is time for a big agenda for change. 

Now that the Great Bear Agreement is finally finalized, we should return 
to our tree-hugging roots and pay attention to the rest of the forests and lands. 
Those are, of course, overwhelmingly First Nations’ traditional lands, and our 
actions need to be guided by them. 

In that spirit, now is the time to advance a great inclusive Land Movement. 
Here, in no particular order, are some of the elements I think the Land Move-
ment needs to incorporate: 

• Rights for Nature (Pachamama)
• Complete protection for all old growth trees, and for watersheds that   

 provide drinking water
• A shift in subsidies from fossil fuels to alternatives 
• Respect for the soil and support for organic farming
• An end to the investors’ rights clauses in trade deals
What elements would you bring to the Land Movement?

Delores Broten, Comox, BC, March 2016

When you want your message to reach thousands of concerned 
and active readers, please contact us for our ad rate sheet at: 250-339-6117 
www.watershedsentinel.ca or email: editor@watershedsentinel.ca

Next Issue Ad and Copy Deadline: May 30, 2016

http://watershedsentinel.ca/content/subscribe
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California’s Central Valley Water 
Board has convened an expert panel 
to determine what safeguards are re-
quired for the reuse of oilfield waste-
water for crop irrigation. Oilfield 
wastewater has been used for more 
than two decades to grow crops in 
Kern County. 

Data gaps exist due to the lack 
of disclosure of chemical additives, 
but a Senate Bill introduced last year 
would require oil companies to dis-
close all chemicals injected into a 
well. Fracking is rare in California but 
has occurred in oilfields that supply 
wastewater for irrigation, and water 
districts are not currently required to 
monitor the water for fluids used in 
fracking.

— www.circleofblue.org, 
January 11, 2016

US Coal Nosedives
Dozens of US mining companies 

have declared bankruptcy in the past 
few years, and workers are losing pen-
sions, benefits, and jobs. While the 
industry has been publicizing a “war 
on coal,” the decline is due to sup-
pressed global demand for metallurgi-
cal coal.  

Metallurgical coal prices surged 
around 2010 but have been steadily 
declining since 2011. Global prices for 
met coal are effectively set by China, 
which now represents almost half of 
global demand. Economic activity 
in China is slowing and in transition 
from building and industry to servic-
es and quality of life, and few credible 
sources expect its 2002-2014 growth 
levels to return.  

— www.vox.com,
February 22, 2016 

Drought and Power in Africa
Water levels in Africa’s Lake 

Kariba have dropped to 12 per cent 
of capacity, raising concerns about 
severe power rationing in Zimbabwe 
and Zambia, which rely heavily on the 
Kariba dam for electricity.

This January, Zambia asked 
South Africa for up to 300 mega-
watts of emergency power to ease an 
electricity crunch that has hit mining 
companies. Zambian power compa-
nies and mining firms in August 2015 
agreed to cut power supply to the 
mines by 30 per cent.

A prolonged drought is threaten-
ing crops across the southern African 
region where the United Nations has 
warned that 14 million people face 
hunger.

— www.reuters.com, 
January 19, 2016

Canada-China FIPA Case?
China Minerals Mining Corp. 

is contesting BC’s transfer of Crown 
land in northern BC (to which the 
company holds partial tenure) to the 
Kaska Dena First Nation. The transfer 
was part of an incremental treaty ne-
gotiation process whereby BC grants 
treaty-like benefits to First Nations 
before a formal treaty is completed.

The case will be considered in 
the BC Supreme Court, but if China 
Minerals is denied compensation they 
could choose to have their claims de-
cided by a secret international trade 
tribunal by invoking the Investor-
State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) 
mechanism under Canada’s Foreign 
Investor Protection Agreement (FIPA) 
with China.

Last month, China indicated it 
would be willing to sign a new Free 

Trade Agreement with Canada, pro-
vided Canada agrees to build a pipe-
line to the West Coast and lifts re-
strictions on Chinese state-owned 
enterprises taking over Canadian 
companies.

— www.dogwoodinitiative.org, 
February 16, 2016

WTO vs. Indian Solar 
US solar industry leaders praised 

a WTO panel decision last month 
which ruled that India’s National So-
lar Mission is inconsistent with in-
ternational trade norms. The plan, 
which seeks to install 100 gigawatts 
of solar capacity by 2022, is seen as 
“protectionism” because it requires a 
certain percentage of cells and panels 
to be manufactured locally. The US 
says that the Solar Mission’s domestic 
content requirements have already led 
to a 90 per cent decrease in its solar 
exports to India since 2011. The rul-
ing is a harsh blow to climate coopera-
tion, coming so soon after the results 
reached at the COP21 in Paris last De-
cember.

An estimated 300 million Indians 
don’t have access to electricity. The 
Solar Mission, launched in 2010, aims 
to change that, while simultaneously 
combatting poverty via job creation. 

— www.grist.org, 
February 24, 2016
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Covering Stories
I really enjoy receiving your publication. Thanks for 

covering stories that don’t get in mainstream media – espe-
cially water-related. 

Patricia Spencer, 108 Mile Ranch, BC

Tegoodligak
I’m so glad that you were able to put “Song of the Es-

kimo” in the January issue, making this beautiful realiza-
tion widely available.

I should say that the name of the translator is Tegood-
ligak; the ‘e’ was left out. I looked it up to check and there 
are quite a few links to his (or her?) other works translated. 
One poem, quoted in the opening pages of Marla Cone’s 
book, Silent Snow, The Slow Poisoning of the Arctic (2005, 
Grove Press), conveys similar purity of emotion. For me, 
all this is a new window on northern art.

Hilda Bechler, New Westminster BC

On line Appeal
Kudos to WS colleagues. The on-line version of Wa-

tershed Sentinel is a success; its well-presented and broad 
spectrum of topics has universal appeal even for readers 
from away. 

 Peter Rowlands, Newmarket, Ontario

Primaeval Forest Bottom Line
I spent 21 years of my life planting trees. I have plant-

ed more than a million trees and supervised the planting 
of ten million more. I have crawled through the entrails 
of once ancient forests all across BC and Alberta planting 
trees. I am not under any illusion that treeplanting, as a PR 
facet of industrial logging, replaces what is lost when a pri-
maeval forest is destroyed. I love primaeval forest. 

Humanity for the most part evolved under a lush for-
est canopy, as symbiotic participants in the ever unfolding 
evolution of biodiversity. More recently, deserts began ap-
pearing across this planet, as forests were mowed back to 
make way for “civilization.” 

I began planting trees 37 years ago, and contrary to the 
oft-repeated promise of “sustained yield” forestry – where 
a watershed would be logged according to an 80 year “rota-
tion” – trees that I planted are being logged today. 

On this planet, primaeval forest has been virtually 
exterminated. Just to the south of here on Vancouver Is-
land, industry is not only finishing off the final veterans of 

The Watershed Sentinel welcomes letters but reserves the right 
to edit for brevity, clarity, legality, and taste. Anonymous letters 
will not be published. Send your musings and your missives to: 

Watershed Sentinel, Box 1270, Comox BC, V9M 7Z8
editor@watershedsentinel.ca 

or online at  www.watershedsentinel.ca

its once stupendous primaeval forest, but is cutting down 
through the age profile of all of its subsequent-growth, 
post-primaeval forest at a most voracious rate. 

I mourn for the tragic, wanton, wasteful loss of these 
magnificent forests. I’m not fooled by government/in-
dustry promises, or “world-class” Great Bear Rainforest 
agreements. I watched as Premier Christy Clark and her 
entourage of professional environmentalist Greenwashers 
announced their latest “groundbreaking” agreement which 
will see 2,000,000 cubic metres a year, for 10 years, of pri-
maeval forest helicoptered out, and exported away. 

I kept my mouth shut, out of deference and respect 
for the Heiltsuk leadership and I have to accept their dif-
ficult decision. Personally, I have no confidence at all in 
“Ecosystem-Based-Management” or its Forest Ethics/
Greenpeace/Sierra Club and Big Logging architects. 

I believe that, bottom line, it is unethical to destroy 
any more primaeval forest on this planet. Such forest is at 
the zenith of its evolutionary, primordial complexity, and 
what remains of primaeval forest on Earth already mourns 
the loss of its apex inhabitant, the human element which 
has now virtually disappeared from its whelm. We are, 
overwhelmingly, alienated from the forest we were once so 
deeply involved with. I feel so sorry and helpless that I can-
not do more to preserve these irreplaceable places.

Ingmar Lee, Denny Island, BC

Fukushima Coverage Missing
A link to the recent Comer article led me to your site 

– well done for following an extremely significant topic! 
While considering a donation and subscription to your 
magazine, I found Fukushima under the Energy menu 
– perhaps the most significant topic in our lifetime – 78 
articles posted in 2011 then dwindling to two in 2014. As 
there has been no shortage in related news, why have you 
stopped covering this event called by some as a potential 
“extermination” event? Odd, given that it’s occurring in 
your own backyard. 

Jim Knowles, cyberspace
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Wolf Cull Legal Challenge
Pacific Wild and Valhalla Wil-

derness Society have applied for a 
judicial review of BC’s controversial 
wolf cull program, which pays con-
tractors to kill entire packs. Minis-
try of Environment briefing notes 
brought to light by a freedom of in-
formation request suggest the gov-
ernment was prompted by the forest 
industry, which is opposed to giving 
up more land for caribou habitat pro-
tection. 

— www.pacificwild.org, 
January 20, 2016

BC Salmon Not Radioactive
BC scientist Jay Cullen has been 

monitoring fish for traces of cesi-
um-134 and said that even using the 
most sensitive measurements, the ra-
dionuclide, which is the fingerprint 

NEWS

Compiled by Claire Gilmore and Delores Broten

of the Fukushima disaster, has not 
been found in recent samples taken 
from 156 salmon. Meanwhile, levels 
of contamination in seawater far off-
shore and in coastal waters continue 
to rise. The data is available online at 
fukushimainform.ca.

— www.theglobeandmail.com,
 February 23, 2016

Logging Disrupts Toads
The BC government has approved 

logging in core western toad habitat at 
Summit Lake near Nakusp, BC. Road 
building began in mid-February but 
was halted by locals who blockaded 
the access road. 

The BC Ministry of Transporta-
tion and Infrastructure has invested 
hundreds of thousands of dollars into 
building a “toad tunnel” to ensure saf-
er passage for the toads – a federally 

listed species of special concern. Lo-
cals, who have been helping the toads 
cross the highway during their annual 
migration for years, are concerned 
that the tunnel will now force them 
into an area slated for logging.

British Columbia is the only Can-
adian province other than Alberta that 
has no provincial endangered species 
legislation. BC has the most biodiver-
sity in the country, with over 1,500 
species at risk.

— Wilderness Committee and 
Valhalla Wilderness Society, 

February 23, 2016

Quake Shuts Down Fracking 
A hydraulic fracturing operation 

near Fox Creek, Alta., has been shut 
down after a 4.8 earthquake hit the 
area in early January. 

The area around Fox Creek, north-
west of Edmonton, typically recorded 
one or two small quakes per year until 
recently. There have been more than 
160 earthquakes since 2013, including 
two in 2015 of magnitude 4.4 that the 
Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) has 
attributed to fracking.

If it is revealed that fracking in-
duced Tuesday’s 4.8 quake, it would 
be the largest such quake in Canada’s 
history.

— www.cbc.ca, 
January 12, 2016
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The Good News on the Bad News for Pipelines
by Delores Broten
In June 2010 the BC government signed an Equivalency Agreement (EA) 

with the National Energy Board (NEB) that allowed the NEB process to sub-
stitute for a BC Environmental Assessment. But in January 2016, the BC Su-
preme Court agreed with the Gitga’at and Coastal First Nations that BC could 
not escape its jurisdictional responsibilities for the Northern Gateway pipeline 
– either for the decision to issue a Environmental Certificate, or for consulta-
tion with First Nations, which must be done before a certificate can be issued.  

As West Coast Environmental Law explains, the implications are vast for 
both the Kinder Morgan and Northern Gateway pipelines, as well, presumably, 
as other projects. For Gateway, the clock is ticking: “According to the Court’s 
judgment, Northern Gateway must obtain an EA Certificate from BC before 
any activity in relation to the project can begin.” But the Northern Gateway 
pipeline must have firm commitments of 60% of capacity sold by July 1, 2016, 
(as of December 2015 it had none). The province has not said what it intends 
to do, and legal opinions about the implications are diverse and contradictory. 
One thing,  however, is clear. This, the first of several court challenges mount-
ed by First Nations and allies, should bring the railroading of these pipeline 
projects over local objections to a grinding halt. 

And while the tar sands pipelines sink in a legal mire, on February 25, the 
price of natural gas hit a new low, making BC’s LNG dreams unaffordable.  
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Great Bear Rainforest Agreement

by Ian McAllister

I have been asked for my opinion of the Great Bear 
Rainforest Agreement (GBRA) several times since it was 
announced by the BC government in February, 2016.

As I’m sure many people reflecting on this agreement 
in public and private can relate, synthesizing thoughts for a 
media sound bite is challenging at the best of times – more 
so when you are attempting to address the complexity of 
a multi-stakeholder agreement many years in the making.

Before the announcement was formalized, the Heiltsuk 
Tribal Council released this very pragmatic statement, de-
scribing their view of the agreement. If there is one sound 
bite that trumps them all, I respectfully nominate this one: 
“We are grateful for a step down the right path. It is the first 
of many miles yet to walk.”

Looking Forward
Today, on behalf of Pacific Wild, and in the interest of 

setting our course for the miles still ahead, I offer the fol-
lowing reflections on the agreement as it has been relayed 
to the public via the media and provincial government. In 
particular, I will address what I view as the most problem-
atic assertions:

• that 85% of the GBR is protected; and
• that trophy hunting is now banned in the GBR.
Before I do, I want to reiterate that over the last 25 

years that I have been involved in conservation efforts in 
the Great Bear, we have certainly come a long way. The 
relationships that have been built between parties that once 
were at odds with each other and the amount of spectacular 
wilderness areas that are now protected is truly an impor-
tant achievement that should be celebrated.

That being said, there are a lot of layers to these agree-
ments, and their implications are not nearly as clear as the 
headlines and the government’s talking points would have 
you believe.

“85% of the Forest Will Be Protected”
This number is getting a lot of media attention and 

many people are asking where it comes from. My under-
standing is that 38% of the region is now formally protected 
with clear boundaries and management guidelines attached 
to them. They all prohibit industrial logging but some allow 
for mining and other industries.  

As it has been explained to me, the remaining 62% of 

BC heralds confirmation of the agreement, yet forest and bears remain unprotected

the GBR has been placed under Ecosystem Based Man-
agement (EBM), an ambitious but nevertheless a new and 
unproven forest management practice. It should not be 
confused as a surrogate or replacement for protected areas 
because it will involve rotational forestry, road building, 
dry land sorts, and a host of other human activities that are 
not compatible with the true definition and meaning of a 
protected area.  Obviously, the more stringent management 
guidelines that come with EBM are a step in the right di-
rection and light years ahead of the business-as-usual de-
forestation practiced elsewhere in British Columbia, but it 
is not without limitations. We need look no further than 
the southern-most tip of the Great Bear Rainforest, where 
despite the EBM framework that has been in place for a 
number of years, TimberWest continues to log the last re-
maining old growth enclaves.

The Great Bear Rainforest is a geographically complex 
coastline, dominated by rock, ice, bogs, and steep terrain. 
The majority of the land base simply will never be logged 
because it either does not support forested landscape or is 
inaccessible from an operations standpoint. It is the low ele-
vation and ecologically productive forest that exists outside 
of protected areas, the areas that are disproportionately val-
uable to salmon, bears, wolves, and many other old-growth 
dependent or associated species where EBM will be tested. 
Only time will tell if this new approach to land use man-
agement will work, but let’s not get ahead of ourselves and 
describe it as a level of protection.

“The Commercial Grizzly Hunt Will Cease”
Premier Christy Clark stated that the commercial hunt 

of grizzly bears in the Great Bear Rainforest is “over.”
In the wake of the announcement, everyone I spoke to 

was searching for some proof. To the best of my knowledge, 
none has materialized so, at the time of writing, I can only 
respond to the Premier’s statement.

First, some background: In the Great Bear Rainforest, 
there are two ways that grizzly bears are killed for trophy.  
Approximately 60% are killed by BC resident hunters (the 
“residential hunt”) and 40% are killed by non-residents 
on guided hunts (the “commercial hunt”). The BC coast is 
made up of guide-outfitting territories owned exclusively 
by individuals or companies and in recent years a number 
of successful purchases have been made by First Nations 
and conservation groups in an attempt to control and end 
the commercial trophy hunt in those areas.  



FOREST

Now back to the agreement: Except for the statements 
made at the press conference, the government does not ap-
pear to have taken steps to actually end the hunt. The impli-
cation of the statements appears to be that the government 
will continue to not interfere with First Nations and other 
groups buying out commercial licenses.

So let’s be clear: until there is a documented policy 
change or financial support for groups or First Nations to 
buy out the remaining commercial licenses, the province 
has so far done nothing to stop the commercial hunt.

Other Things To Note:
• The resident hunt is actually where the majority of 

grizzly bears are killed and, by all accounts, it will continue 
under this agreement.

• Since 2003, Coastal First Nations have declared a 
ban on the trophy hunting of grizzly bears in the Great Bear 
Rainforest.

• 91% of British Columbians, rural and urban, op-
pose grizzly bear trophy hunting.

What should have happened – and what would have 
been consistent with public opinion, the position of coastal 

First Nations, basic economics, and the best available sci-
ence – would be for the Premier to announce a ban on all 
grizzly bear trophy hunting in the Great Bear, along with a 
clear strategy to extinguish the remaining guide territories.

As it is, trophy hunting – not just of grizzly bears but of  
all large carnivores – is still allowed by provincial legisla-
tion in the Great Bear Rainforest, including in most of the 
newly established protected areas. First Nations are left to 
enforce the ban on trophy hunting with their own resources, 
in defiance of the province’s regulations.

The Coast Is More Than Timber and Trophies
As we wrote in an email to Pacific Wild supporters, the 

productivity of the Great Bear Rainforest is fuelled by the 
richness of the ocean and while this agreement was never 
meant to address marine protection, it is short sighted to 
describe the Great Bear as “protected” until a system of 
marine protected areas are established.

t
Ian McAllister is co-founder of Pacific Wild and an 

award winning photographer and author.

March-April 20167Watershed Sentinel
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How the BC Liberals destroyed BC Hydro

From Showcase to Basket Case

by Arthur Caldicott

Before Gordon Campbell became Premier in 2001, 
British Columbians were concerned that he would privatize 
BC Hydro. The Liberals’ New Era platform was small con-
solation with its promise to “protect BC Hydro and all of its 
core assets … under public ownership.” Voters could “be 
confident that [a Liberal] government will protect [their] 
interests,” and would not “play politics with BC Hydro.” 
Sure thing.

The First Energy Plan

Campbell wasted no time carving up BC Hydro, with-
out quite breaking the New Era commitment. His first en-
ergy plan, Energy for Our Future, issued in 2002, was laid 
out as 26 “Actions,” many of which changed BC’s wild riv-
ers, BC’s energy landscape, and BC Hydro forever. If he 
didn’t completely privatize BC Hydro, the effect of his poli-
cies were to destroy it as a viable economic entity.

Some Actions in the energy plan were expensive flops: 
plenty of money was thrown at coalbed methane and off-
shore drilling. A few actions deserved praise: energy con-
servation and efficiencies, emission standards for coal-fired 
generation, and reduced greenhouse gases. At least one was 
a flat-out lie: “Strengthen … the BC Utilities Commission 
(BCUC)” – a promise which heralded a decade of directives 
and legislative changes that reduced BCUC’s regulatory 
scope and discretion with respect to BC Hydro.

Action #4: Whole departments and 1,600 employees 
were outsourced to Accenture in a $1.27 billion, ten year 
deal that was to save BC Hydro $250 million. At the end, 
Accenture had been paid $1.8 billion, a half billion dollar 
overrun. This is one of many costly overruns that Hydro 
has incurred under Liberal energy policies.

Action #15: Transmission was carved out of Hydro to 
become the new BC Transmission Corp. Eight years later 
and $65 million lost in transmission, this unnecessary ac-
tion was undone, and BCTC was reintegrated into BC Hy-
dro.

A single transmission project – the Northwest Trans-
mission Line – cost at least $716 million, compared to the 
$395 million original budget. Add three more transmission 
projects, and overruns total $516 million.

It was in Action #13 that Campbell sabotaged BC Hy-
dro from within and screwed British Columbians: “The 
private sector will develop new electricity generation, with 
BC Hydro restricted to improvements at existing plants.” 
Although BC Hydro had been contracting for power with 
independent power producers (IPPs) since the 1980s, Ac-
tion #13 would transform the role of private power such that 
it would dominate BC Hydro’s electricity costs and cripple 
it with debt. 

By 2015, BC Hydro had 105 operating projects on con-
tract, nominally capable of 18,902 gigawatt hours (GWh) 
of energy, with 3,098 GWh to come from 23 IPP projects 
still in development. In 2015 it purchased 13,377 GWh of 
energy at a cost of $1,064 million. That is 24 per cent of BC 

A Millwatch Special Report
From

Reach for Unbleached! 
www.rfu.org
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Continued on Page 10  

Hydro’s domestic supply at 76 per cent of its cost of power; 
$79.54 per megawatt hour (MWh), compared to $8.11 per 
MWh for power from BC Hydro’s dams. This describes the 
haemorrhage of cash which is now flowing out of ratepay-
ers’ pockets through BC Hydro to IPPs. The contractual 
commitments add up to $54 billion over 56 years. 

Revenues don’t match costs

These costs must be paid for in energy sales. From 
2002 to 2016, government has continued to interfere with 
rates, keeping them low enough not to antagonize voters, 
fettering the BCUC’s discretion to approve or impose rate 
increases sufficient to cover BC Hydro’s ever-mounting 
costs and obligations. 

BC Hydro’s trading subsidiary, Powerex, is active in 
the western provinces and the western states, especially 
California. During the winter of 2000-2001, deregulation 
in California’s wholesale electricity markets exposed Cali-
fornia to price and supply manipulation on a massive scale 
– as much as $45 billion. Enron was the greatest offender, 
but Powerex was also implicated in price gouging, and Cal-
ifornia sued Powerex for $3.2 billion. Howls of outrage and 
protestations of innocence from British Columbia couldn’t 
make the lawsuit go away, and in 2013 the BC government 
agreed to a $750 million out-of-court settlement. It was yet 
another unbudgeted BC Hydro overrun, and a very expen-
sive way to avoid having to demonstrate innocence.

California continues to be a reliable customer, but it 
shows little interest in buying more power from BC, at any 
price and most definitely not as eligible power under the 
state’s renewable portfolio standard (RPS). None of BC’s 
“clean energy” projects qualify under the RPS and the state 
is buying no more BC power than in previous years. 

Electricity exports not viable

Electricity exports from BC trade mainly through the 
“Mid-Columbia” (Mid-C) price hub. The Mid-C average 
through 2015 was $26.06 per MWh, and for the first six 
weeks in 2016 has been $22.73. It’s not a winning busi-
ness proposition when the power BC Hydro is selling costs 
$79.54 per MWh. 

At times in recent years, spot prices have dropped be-
low zero, into “negative pricing,” in which a seller of energy 
will deliver power to the customer, and pay him to take it. 
This situation will occur when demand (and prices) are low, 
and a seller of power cannot or will not curtail generation. 
It will also occur when a seller of power, BC Hydro in this 
instance, has “take or pay” agreements with IPPs, which 

require it to pay the IPP the agreed-upon rate for electric-
ity whether or not it takes delivery of the power. BC Hydro 
does find itself with more energy than it has demand for.

In 2011, 80 instances of negative pricing were recorded 
in the Mid-C market. In 2012 BC Hydro curtailed produc-
tion at its own heritage generation facilities, spilling water 
instead of using it for generation, while taking all the un-
needed high-priced power IPPs could churn out. 

The entire BC government energy scheme rested on the 
flawed premise that revenues from electricity sales could 
match the cost of purchases. Yet government would not let 
domestic rates rise enough to pay for the costs incurred, and 
export markets have not materialized.

The critics

From the beginning, there were critics of the Liberal 
energy plans. Some had jobs to preserve, others were con-
cerned about public ownership and destruction of streams 
and habitat. Many could see the economic danger inherent 
in the energy plans. 

Gordon Campbell maintained tight control over his 
caucus, and during his entire term as Premier only one per-
son broke ranks. Paul Nettleton, as Liberal MLA for Prince 
George-Omineca, claimed in 2002 that the government 
had secret plans to privatize BC Hydro. He was quickly re-
moved from the government caucus. 

Industrial customers of BC Hydro are represented by 
the Association of Major Power Consumers of BC, which in 

A haemorrhage of cash is now 
flowing out of ratepayers’ pockets 
through BC Hydro to Independent 
Power Producers. The contractual 

commitments add up to $54 
billion over 56 years. 
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Basket case continued

2007 was the Joint Industry Electricity Steering Committee 
(JIESC), and before that the Council of Forest Industries. 
The biggest industrial users are the pulp and paper and 
wood/wood products sectors, followed by mining. 

With the release in 2007 of The BC Energy Plan: A 
Vision for Clean Energy Leadership, industry feared that 
“the British Columbia government’s pursuit of green en-
ergy and self-sufficiency is causing the price of electricity 
to accelerate to a degree that could drive industry out of the 
province.” Dan Potts, Executive Director of JIESC, said, 
“It looks … very depressing for some of our electric power 
intensive businesses. If you double their power costs … 
they are no longer competitive. They are out of business. 
We have three of those [pulp] mills in BC [and]  a similar 
… situation with … newsprint. The only question is who is 
going to shut down next?”

There’s no getting around the debt crisis

The Liberal government set BC Hydro on more than a 
decade of spending beyond its means, entering electricity 
purchase agreements it couldn’t pay for, and being unable 
to obtain the revenues it needed to meet its spending obli-
gations. It was only following orders. A private company 
would have been bankrupt, and have liquidated its assets. 
Crown corporations have taxpayers to keep them afloat.

Government created a mechanism to delay the inevita-
ble – deferral accounts, or regulatory accounts by which BC 
Hydro could shift costs out of its current operating books, to 
be cleared at some point in the future when electricity rates 
would be increased. Two Orders in Council were made ef-
fective April 1, 2004 (no joke), in which the BCUC was 
directed to allow BC Hydro and BC Transmission Corp. to 
create the first of the deferral accounts. 

Roll forward to the present. The financial damage to 
BC Hydro and to the BC economy is laid out with pain-
ful clarity in BC Hydro’s 2015 Annual Report. Deferral ac-
counts total $5,433 million; long term debt $16,896 million; 
long term energy purchase commitments $53,817 million. 
That adds up to 76 billion dollars. We won’t even get into 
the $8.335 billion Site C in this article except to note that it 
has its own deferral account with $441 million in it already.

BC Hydro needs a series of significant rate increases 
to repair this economic disaster. But fearing the electoral 
consequences, and ignoring the economic consequences, 
Premier Christy Clark has put a lid on rate increases until 
well after the 2017 election, allowing 9% in fiscal 2015, 
then dropping to 6%, with subsequent caps of 4%, 3.5%, 
and 3%.

Halalt Sue Crofton Mill
On January 22, 2016, the Cowichan Valley, BC-

based Halalt First Nation filed a civil claim against Cata-
lyst Paper for their refusal to adopt technology that would 
drastically reduce the amount of air and water pollution 
generated by Crofton Mill. The claim alleges that Cata-
lyst has illegally trespassed on the Halalt’s asserted ter-
ritories and fisheries resources since 1957.

A second claim filed jointly by the Halalt, Sunvault 
Energy Inc. and Aboriginal Power Corp. alleges Cata-
lyst disclosed certain confidential information pertaining 
to a proposed anaerobic digester facility, in breach of a 
confidentiality agreement. Catalyst denies the allegations 
contained in both claims and says it intends to vigorously 
defend itself.

A third claim was filed against BC and Canada on 
February 1, 2016 for their failure to protect the Halalt’s 
Aboriginal Rights and title from toxic effects of pollution 
from the Crofton Mill.

According to Environment Canada documents, the 
59-year-old Crofton Mill is the single most polluting pulp 
mill in British Columbia. The Halalt say they are not 
necessarily seeking closure of the Crofton Mill, but are 
determined to engage with Catalyst Paper, Canada, and 
BC to ensure that the Crofton Mill find a way to operate 
without further dioxin emissions or releases of effluent 
into the Halalt traditional fisheries.

The Halalt co-sponsored a Millwatch workshop with 
Reach for Unbleached in the 1990s.

—Claire Gilmore
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In the meantime, as continuous as the stream flows that 
produce it, expensive IPP electricity flows into BC Hydro, 
and unrecovered cash flows out. 

t
Arthur Caldicott is an independent energy analyst. 

Woodchips at Crofton mill: Burning “hog fuel” that has 
been soaked in salt water creates dioxin. 
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Tide Change in Norway
An end to open-net salmon farms is on the way

by Dan Lewis

The Wild Salmon Delegation to Norway went to the 
source of salmon farming in BC (the industry here is over 
90% Norwegian-owned) to learn as much as possible about 
the situation there, and to inform Norwegians that their in-
dustry is polluting Canadian waters and having a negative 
impact on indigenous rights, temperate rainforest ecology, 
and BC’s wild salmon economy.

While overseas, we learned about the similarities and 
differences between British Columbia and Norway, and the 
emerging Norwegian consensus that open-net pen salmon 
farming is a dinosaur technology. We witnessed the tide 
change unfolding daily in major Norwegian media.

Norwegians were surprised to learn about the nitrogen 
pump in BC – wild salmon transport ocean-based nitrogen 
up rivers and fertilize the growth of ancient temperate rain 
forests. This connection between wild salmon, monumen-
tal cedars, and the bears, wolves, and eagles was novel to 
them. They also wanted to learn about the importance of 
cedar and salmon to indigenous cultures throughout BC. 
The Sami indigenous people of northern Norway have de-
pended on reindeer and wild salmon for millennia, and are 
disturbed by the negative impacts of industries like salmon 
farming and mining.

More Farmed Fish than Wild Fish in Norway
Some things are different in Norway, where for exam-

ple the biomass of farmed salmon is one thousand times 
bigger than the biomass of wild salmon, and the wild salm-
on economy is a thing of the past. In British Colum-
bia, the wild salmon economy is eight times big-
ger than salmon farming – supporting indigenous, 
commercial, and sports fisheries, as well as a $1.4 
billion ecotourism industry. Salmon farming puts 
this pre-existing economy at risk.

A clear consensus emerged over the two weeks, 
through meetings with wild salmon advocates, aca-
demics, and an investigative journalist. The salmon 
farming industry in Norway is in a state of crisis 
due to sea lice, disease outbreaks, and genetic pol-
lution of wild stocks. When asked the question, 
“How can Canada avoid the problems Norway is 
experiencing?” without hesitation every single per-
son replied: “Shifting to closed containment pro-
duction is the only way forward.”

Signs of a tide change beginning to sweep the industry 
were breaking daily in major Norwegian media. Dagbladet, 
the country’s second biggest paper, ran a story pointing out 
that catches are plummeting in the Alta, “the world’s best 
salmon river,” as the amount of farmed salmon in the near-
by Altafjord increases. The production manager of Grieg 
Seafood’s operations in Alta was quoted saying: “The only 
solution is to get the fish into closed containment.”

The following day the front page of the Bergen paper 
read: “CEO of Marine Harvest prepared to invest US $100 
million: if everything works as planned, [in-ocean] closed 
containment systems will replace open-net pen salmon 
farms.”

While at a major wild salmon conference in Alta, we 
delivered a Change.org petition, started by biologist Alex-
andra Morton, to the King of Norway. In the lobby during 
the coffee break, a ten-metre long scroll with ten thousand 
names was rolled out as Beaska Niilas, a member of the 
Sami Parliament, sang a traditional yoik. Niilas stood in 
solidarity with John Rampanen and his son Qwyatseek, 
citizens of Ahousaht and Kelsemaht First Nations, to sup-
port indigenous voices calling for removal of open-net pen 
salmon farms from British Columbia’s waters.

We return to Canada convinced that to protect wild 
salmon, open-net pen salmon farms must come out of Brit-
ish Columbia’s waters.

t
Dan Lewis is executive director of Clayoquot Action 

(see clayoquotaction.org) in Tofino.

Delivering petition to the King of Norway (from left): 
Dan Lewis, Qwyatseek and John Rampanen, Tore Bongo, 
Beaska Niilas, and Kurt Oddekalv.
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Residents go to court 
over drinking water 

concerns

In August 2013, the MoE issued  
Waste Discharge Permit 1050809 to 
SIA. (The permit is now held by Cob-
ble Hill Holdings (CHH), also owned 
by Mike Kelly and Marty Block.)

Legal Actions
The CVRD and the Shawnigan 

Residents Association (SRA) filed 
appeals of the permit to the Environ-
mental Appeals Board (EAB). Let-
ters of opposition from the Cowichan 
Tribes First Nation, the local MLA 
and MP, Vancouver Island Health Au-
thority, and the Capital Regional Dis-
trict were all submitted.

Over 31 days between March and 
July 2014, the EAB heard testimony 
from ten expert witnesses, including 
geologists, hydrogeologists, engi-
neers, and a water treatment special-
ist. All experts raised concerns about 
the suitability of the site and about the 
engineering and design of the landfill. 
One expert, on the record about the 
proposed site stated, “this is crazy.”

Active Earth, the engineering 
firm that assessed the site and de-
signed the landfill, and who were 
wrong about there being “75 metres 
of impermeable rock” underneath the 
site, did not testify.

by Sonia Furstenau

Shawnigan Lake is a community 
that has decided to stand up and stand 
together to protect its drinking water.  

In the summer of 2012, South Is-
land Aggregates (SIA) owners Mike 
Kelly and Marty Block, along with 
engineers Matt Pye, Jeff Taylor, and 
David Mitchell from Active Earth En-
gineering, came to Shawnigan with 
their plan to turn their rock quarry 
into a contaminated soil landfill. The 
quarry is located halfway up a moun-
tain at the south end of Shawnigan 
Lake over the headwaters of our wa-
tershed.

The proposal was to bring in 
100,000 tonnes of contaminated soil 
each year for 50 years and dump it on 
the site, while still operating as an ac-
tive quarry. The contaminants listed 
in the permit include dioxins, furans, 
phenols, hydrocarbons, arsenic, lead, 
chlorides, and other toxins and chem-
icals known to be harmful to human 
health.

Records of a public meeting 
show that out of over 350 people who 
attended, only two voiced support 
for the proposal: the quarry owner’s 
daughter Nikki Block and Michael 

Harry, then chief of the Malahat First 
Nation. 

Despite this clear community op-
position, the Ministry of Environment 
(MoE) moved forward and issued a 
draft permit in March 2013.

More than 300 people took the 
time to send written submissions that 
highlighted the potentially negative 
environmental, health, social, and 
economic impacts of this proposed 
site. The Cowichan Valley Regional 
District (CVRD), the Capital Region-
al District, the Cowichan Tribes, Van-
couver Island Health Authority, and 
the Provincial Health Minister all add-
ed their voices to the opposition. The 
Ministry of Environment’s Statutory 
Decision Maker, Hubert Bunce, found 
none of these concerns to be compel-
ling. Later we were to learn that this 
is what the ministry considered “com-
munity consultation” – they read our 
letters, responded with form letters, 
and considered this to have been the 
task of “listening to the community.”

Dirty Soil – Shawnigan Lake
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On March 20, 2015, the EAB re-
leased its decision to uphold the per-
mit, deferring over and over again to 
the information provided by Active 
Earth, despite the engineers not hav-
ing been subject to cross examination 
during the hearings, and despite the 
many inaccuracies in their reports 
that were identified during the hear-
ings.

Letters and Rallies
Hundreds of letters were writ-

ten to Mary Polak, BC Minister of 
Environment, and to Premier Christy 
Clark, asking them to revoke the per-
mit. Within five weeks, a petition with 
over 15,000 names had been generat-
ed. A rally at the Legislature was held 

on May 13 with over 1,600 people in 
attendance. Cowichan Valley MLA 
Bill Routley presented the petition in 
the Legislature, but the Minister of 
Environment did not stay to hear our 
MLA’s speech.

On the same day, SIA/CHH an-
nounced they were “open for busi-
ness” and ready to accept contami-
nated soils. 

Conflict of Interest, Perjury, 
Fraud, Bribery?
In July 2015, a document that out-

lined a business partnership between 
SIA/CHH and their engineers, Active 
Earth Engineering, was anonymously 
delivered to the Shawnigan Residents 
Association. It is a signed contract in 

which the two parties agree to a 50-50 
split of profits from the contaminated 
landfill. 

The community thought that 
surely, given that the company and 
its engineers had concealed this part-
nership throughout the application 
process for the permit, and denied its 
existence under oath during the EAB 
hearings, the Ministry of Environ-
ment would have sufficient grounds 
to at least suspend the permit until 
the courts had heard the case. But the 
Ministry took no action, continued to 
allow dumping at the site, and sent the 
message out to all of BC that they are 
comfortable with permit applicants 
misrepresenting themselves through-
out a permitting process. 

Breaches, Water Testing, 
Conflicting Science
On Friday, November 13, 2015, 

eight months into operations of their 
fifty year permit, during the first 
heavy rainfall of the year, a new 
stream of water was found leaving 
the site. The breach was reported to 
MoE not by the company, as required 
by their permit, but by local residents 
who discovered it. 

VIHA issued a do not use water 
advisory for South Shawnigan Lake 
that lasted for five days.

MoE came back with water sam-
pling results, which found elevated 
levels of aluminum, iron, and manga-
nese – and told the community not to 
worry – it will just taste bad and stain 
our clothing. (It is hard not to draw the 
parallels between the statements from 
our government and the governor of 
Michigan, who told the people of Flint 
that the water problems there were 
just “aesthetic”.)

Instead of what has been prom-
ised to us by the company and the 
government from the start – that wa-
ter leaving the site would meet the 

Continued on Page 14  Ph
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The Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement will open the door to US milk

Together
The citizens of Shawnigan Lake 

have been clear in their opposition to 
this permit from the very beginning, 
but the government of BC has refused 
to listen to us.  

And so we became organized.  
Shawnigan is a community that 

has learned to work together. We have 
teams that work on everything from 
monitoring the site to fundraising for 
the legal battles. 

Growth Hormone & TPP

HEALTH

by Phil Harrison

During the 1990s Monsanto developed a genetically-engineered form of 
recombinant bovine growth hormone (rBGH) called Posilac. It can raise the 
milk production of cows approximately 10 per cent. 

It is banned in almost every developed country in the world but is still used 
in American milk production.

It increases mastitis. Not nice, as it increases the presence of pus in the 
milk, and also the use of antibiotics used to fight this infection. There are many 
animal health side effects including increased infertility and lameness.

As for human health risks, contrary to Health Canada reports, Posilac in-
duces higher levels of IGF-1, a hormone that is known to increase the risk of 
breast, colon, and prostate cancer, see link: www.organicconsumers.org/news/
whats-your-milk-expose-dangers-genetically-engineered-milk

Health Canada directed three scientists, Shiv Chopra, Margaret Hayden, 
and Gerard Lambert, to study the health impact of rBGH. They were instru-
mental in rejecting rBGH in Canada. These scientists held their ground despite 
pressure from superiors and from Monsanto. This position ultimately cost them 
their jobs, as all three were fired.

Under the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP), a trade agreement 
between twelve Pacific Rim countries signed in February 2016, 3.5 per cent of 
the Canadian milk supply can be imported. This will likely mean American 
milk with rBGH will come into Canada and this number will likely rise in 
future.

The Council of Canadians, along with GE Free BC, is sponsoring Shiv 
Chopra on a west coast tour to speak about this issue. The work of these Health 
Canada scientists to keep genetically engineered hormone out of our milk sup-
ply will be made null and void by the TPP agreement.

Shiv Chopra is scheduled to appear in Comox on April 7, 2016 and other 
tour dates will be forthcoming. 

t
Phil Harrison lives in Surrey, BC, and is a member of GE Free BC, GE Free 

Surrey, and the Council of Canadians, Langley, Surrey, White Rock Chapter.

strictest water quality guidelines – we 
had water leaving this site that nobody 
would want to drink. And that water 
flows downhill to Shawnigan Creek, 
which flows downhill to Shawnigan 
Lake, the source of drinking water for 
thousands.

This breach, and the government 
response, resulted in weeks of protests 
on the road in front of the site where 
hundreds of people gathered on cold, 
dark mornings. 

A judicial review of the 2015 En-
vironmental Appeal Board decision 
that upheld the permit is ongoing. In 
January, the Malahat Nation, whose 
reserve is located close to the site, 
filed a court application to support the 
granting of a stay of the permit.

The Malahat said evidence pre-
sented to date in the judicial review 
left them concerned that “proper, 
independent science” may not have 
been considered in the decision by the 
ministry or the board.

The City of Victoria has also 
passed a motion in support of revok-
ing the permit for the facility.

New Neighbours – The Prov-
ince of BC
In February, a land title search 

for Lot 21, which is the lot adjacent 
to the newly permitted contaminated 
landfill site in Lot 23, revealed Lot 
21 is now owned by the Province of 
BC. The previous owners, 0742484 
BC Ltd., did not keep up with their 
tax payments and the lot was forfeited 
to the Province. 0742484 BC Ltd. has 
two Directors – Martin Block, and 
Micheal Kelly.

Residents who have been moni-
toring the site say that there has been 
activity on Lot 21, which Block and 
Kelly say is a dormant site and one 
they have nothing to do with.

Standing Up, Standing 

We intend to protect Shawni-
gan, and in doing so we have become 
a model for what a community can 
achieve when people work together. 

t
Sonia Furstenau is the Co-

wichan Valley Regional District 
area director for Shawnigan Lake.  
www.soniafurstenau.ca

Petition: www.soniafurstenau.
files.wordpress.com/2015/03/2015-12-
08-shawnigan-lake.pdf

Dirty Soil continued
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HEALTH

On the Great Lakes

Map of Nuclear Hot Spots
by Anna Tilman

The Great Lakes ecosystem forms about twenty per 
cent of the world supply of fresh water. The region is home 
to approximately 42 million people, one-third of which 
are Canadian, residing mainly in large metropolitan areas 
along the shores of the lakes. Millions of residents rely on 
their drinking water from the lakes.

This updated release of the Great Lakes Nuclear Hot 
Spots Map, April 2013, provides a detailed regional, bina-
tional view of nuclear facili-
ties in the Great Lakes Region. 
With the exception of Lake 
Superior, each of the Great 
Lakes has numerous nuclear 
sites related to nuclear power 
generation, most of which are 
located within one kilometre of 
the lakes. 

Routine emissions of ra-
dioactivity from these facilities 
and waste piles, along with fre-
quent occurrences of leaks of 
toxic substances and radioac-
tive substances into the lakes and groundwater, contribute 
to the degradation of the world’s largest surface freshwater 
ecosystem. 

In 1998, the International Joint Commission’s Task 
Force on Inventory of Radionuclides released an assess-
ment of nuclear facilities around the basin. The Task Force 
concluded that releases from nuclear facilities were sub-
stantial, but that the extent of knowledge about the releases 
and their impacts was “limited.” This map has been the first 
comprehensive update of information on nuclear activities 
in the Great Lakes Region since then. It highlights the lack 
of information that we have about radioactive releases from 
these facilities. It also shows the numerous places where a 
serious accident could occur. 

The map includes all aspects of nuclear power produc-
tion in the Great Lakes Region, including 38 operating nu-

clear reactors, many of which are well over thirty years old, 
and 12 reactors that are now closed. It also includes facili-
ties that process uranium ore and manufacture the pellets, 
as well as tailings sites from uranium mining, and facilities 
that store and dispose of radioactive waste. 

Every site on this map is a radioactive waste site.
Ontario, with 18 operating reactors, ranks as one of the 

world’s highest per-capita for dependency on nuclear pow-
er, which produces about 60% 
of its electricity. The thirst for 
nuclear energy in Ontario has 
not abated as it plans to refur-
bish eight of its reactors (four 
at Darlington and 4 at Bruce).   

One site of particular no-
tice is the Deep Geological Re-
pository proposed by Ontario 
Power Generation (OPG) by 
the shores of Lake Huron for 
storing low and intermediate-
level radioactive waste from 
the nuclear reactors in Ontario. 

The federal government was to make a decision by March 
1, 2016 whether the project would be approved. However, 
on February 18, Minister McKenna requested that OPG 
provide additional information and studies before making 
her decision. This will lead to a delay in the decision. This 
proposal has received staunch opposition far and wide. Ad-
ditionally, most of the communities currently under consid-
eration by the federal government to store highly radioac-
tive waste (irradiated fuel) lie in the basin. 

With the potential for new disposal sites within easy 
access of the Great Lakes, communities are concerned that 
nuclear waste could be brought in by ship, creating substan-
tial risks of spills along Great Lakes-St. Lawrence shipping 
lanes and during loading and unloading near shore. 

t
Anna Tilman is a public health researcher who writes 

on nuclear matters for the Watershed Sentinel 

The map includes all aspects of 
nuclear power production in the 

Great Lakes Region, including 
38 operating nuclear reactors, 
many of which are well over 

thirty years old, and 12 reactors 
that are now closed.

Support Canada’s Environmental News Today
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by Ray Grigg

Humanity is very proud of its agricul-
ture, an invention about 10,000 years ago 
that moved us from being lowly hunter-
gatherers to sophisticated farmers. With 
agriculture came changes to our human 
condition that scholars have described as 
revolutionary. A supply of food from fixed 
locations meant we could build villages 
and towns, then expand them into cities, 
states, and even empires. Such huge im-
provements allowed us to evolve complex 
cultures with increasingly advanced tech-
nologies. Indeed, the success of modern 
civilization has been built upon the foun-
dations of agriculture.

But this complimentary assessment 
of agriculture is made only from a human 
perspective. Considering Earth’s ecolo-
gies, agriculture has been a disaster. About 
40 per cent of the land on the planet is now 
adapted or engineered for agricultural pur-
poses, a process that has displaced species, 
decimated forests, depleted soils, dammed 
rivers, drained aquifers, poisoned biosys-
tems, created ocean dead zones, abetted 
global warming, and replaced diverse and 
complex ecologies of amazing resilience 
with vulnerable monocrops.

In Sapiens: A Brief History of Human-
kind, Yuval Noah Harari writes that “mod-
ern industrial agriculture might well be 
the greatest crime in history.” Not only has 
it inflicted ecological planetary trauma, 
but it has committed billions of farmed 
animals and birds to suffer in the appall-
ing conditions of factory farming. Living 
beings with some known measure of sen-

FARMING

Agriculture
In this special section on Farming, we look at the state 
of Agriculture – from using bio-agents, to creating 
healthy soil, gardening book reviews, bringing local 
produce into local institutions, investigating whether 
GM crops really will feed the world, and the effects of 
dismantling the Canadian Wheat Board.
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tience are treated as cogs in the machinery of impersonal 
production. This industrialization has distanced us from 
our spiritual fellowship with other creatures and from the 
authenticity of food itself.

Agriculture has made nature abstract and alien, plac-
ing our awareness in an ethical void of disconnection. The 
processed “product” supplied to us in the sterile boxes and 
bags of supermarkets is far removed from the intimate con-
nection to the meat, fish, berries and roots we once knew as 
hunter-gatherers. The result is our separation from nature 
and the grounded intimacy that sustained us for so long.

And all this has occurred in the last few moments of 
human history. Compared to the 2,500,000 years we sur-
vived as hominids, the distance we have travelled with ag-
riculture has been phenomenal. And now technology has 
accelerated the speed. Just a few hundred years ago the ad-
vances in farming were so slow that we could 
anticipate for generations the agriculture we 
would be practicing; today, the advances are 
so dramatic that the future has become en-
tirely uncertain.

Once upon a time, before agriculture, we 
lived in a timeless present, in a kind of bibli-
cal Eden. It had the semblance of stillness in 
its slow passing. We existed in a balanced and 
sustainable relationship with the surroundings 
that contained us. The animals, fishes, ber-
ries, nuts and fruits arrived and passed with their seasons, 
while we moved in harmony with the great and sonorous 
chords of an unheard symphony. We played our part within 
a music that was patterned, endless and mysterious. We co-
operated and survived as members of a complex and mov-
ing system that continually renewed itself. We belonged. 
Humanity was part of a whole, rhythmically birthing and 
dying together with our fellow creatures as part of a grand 
design that must have seemed eternal.

Agriculture ended the enchantment of the intimate and 
timeless accord we have had with nature since the begin-
ning of our being. Not only did agriculture separate us from 
each other by breaking the social cohesion of cooperation 
and sharing that made hunting-gathering so sustainable, 
but the husbanding of animals and the growing of crops set 
us apart from nature, enticing us to become distinct, inde-
pendent, deliberate, willful and controlling – even selfish, 
uncaring and greedy. We became takers rather than receiv-
ers. And we paid with our freedom. Although we worked 
the land, the land also worked us, indenturing us to labour 
in the fields of our own making.

The biblical poetry of Genesis contains the pensive re-
gret of a lost Eden and captures so eloquently our enslave-

ment to agriculture: “Cursed is the ground for your sake; in 
sorrow shall you eat of it all the days of your life. Thorns 
also and thistles shall it bring forth to you; and you shall eat 
the herb of the field. In the sweat of your face shall you eat 
bread till you return to the ground; for out of it were you 
taken; for dust you are, and unto dust you shall return.”

Agriculture also changed our patient attitude to the 
elemental rain and sun that once came and passed in the 
easy order of their seasons. With our lives dependent on the 
success of crucial crops, weather became a subject of con-
sternation. So, too, with the insects and other creatures that 
had once been our innocent companions in nature’s grand 
and harmonious design; they now became competitors and 
enemies to dread and oppose.

Then the animals and birds we domesticated brought 
us diseases. Living in close proximity to them brought us 

smallpox, chicken pox, measles, polio, diph-
theria, typhus, influenza, syphilis, hepatitis, 
tuberculosis, leprosy, and a host of other con-
tagions which we avoided as hunter-gatherers. 
Farming practices are the source of almost all 
the serious diseases of human history. And 
more are on their way.

Agriculture has also brought us the ex-
pectation of plenty and the illusion of abun-
dance. In a risky dance with death that the 
anthropologist Ronald Wright has called “a 

progress trap,” we have multiplied in numbers and appetite 
to consume the supply of food we grow – our reproductive 
compulsion has kept us just one crop ahead of starvation. 
From a few million in our early history, we are now more 
than 7 billion and still multiplying. So far, our food produc-
tion efforts have been a qualified success – qualified be-
cause the number of today’s malnourished people roughly 
equals the world’s population of 1900.

This desperate Malthusian race to keep food production 
ahead of population growth is destroying the ecologies we 
need to grow enough food. And with projected world popu-
lation growth expected to peak at 11 billion, we are stress-
ing entire biophysical systems to the point of exhaustion. 
Indeed, our history records many civilizations collapsing 
when an irregularity such as a volcanic eruption, disease, 
pests, or change in climate causes agricultural failures.

We, of course, would like to believe that we are the 
exception to this lesson of history. Maybe we will be. Un-
fortunately, we have no choice but to find out.

t
Ray Grigg is the author of seven books on Taoism and 

Zen, and during the last 14 years has been writing a widely-
published environmental column, Shades of Green. 
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“We became 
takers rather 

than receivers.
And we paid

with our 
freedom.”
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Biological control will not eradicate weed infestations, but control is possible.

Bio-agents in the Okanagan

by Ian Graham

Invasive plants or weeds 
cause serious economic and 
environmental problems in 
the Okanagan-Similkameen 
region of southern BC. They 
aggressively out-compete 
desirable vegetation, thereby 
reducing range and cropland 
productivity, recreational en-
joyment, and habitat value. 
Established infestations are 
difficult to control and often 
persist for many years, costing 
landowners time and money.

Chemical and physical control 
measures can effectively reduce inva-
sive plant infestations in many situa-
tions. However, these options can also 
be impractical, labour intensive, and 
costly. When infestations are large 
and dense or occur in sensitive habi-
tats, biological control is often the 
only suitable option for long-term, ef-
fective control.

What is Biological Control?

Biocontrol reunites invasive 
plants with their natural enemies, 
predominantly insects and plant dis-
eases, in an attempt to suppress weed 
infestations to a more environmental-
ly and economically acceptable level. 
Biological control will not eradicate 
weed infestations.

Most of the Okanagan-Simil-
kameen’s invasive plants were first 
introduced to North America from 
regions of Europe and Asia. In their 
native range, natural enemies keep 

invasive plants in balance with their 
surrounding environment. Some of 
these enemies are so specialized that 
they depend exclusively on their host 
plant or group of closely related plants 
for survival and reproductive success.

Finding a potential biological 
control agent begins by studying these 
natural enemies. When a candidate 
bioagent is identified it is tested for 
host specificity to the target weed, as 
well as potential for damage to closely 
related native plants and agricultural 
crops. This research requires years 
of evaluation and testing and many 
stages of approval before the agent 
is ready for release. While these pre-
release studies are costly, they are 
justified expenditures when consid-
ering the potential control benefits 
obtained, specifically in terms of cost 
savings from increased crop yields 
and reduced needs for other control 
methods, as well as the undetermined 
benefits to previously displaced native 
plants and wildlife.

How Do Biological Control 
Agents Work?

Bioagents mainly function 
to:
• Destroy vital plant tissues 
and functions 
• Increase stress on weeds 
thereby reducing their com-
petitive ability 
• Reduce seed production

Successful biological con-
trol is generally achieved by 
using a variety of agents that 
attack different parts of the 

weed throughout its life cycle.
Biological control is a gradual 

process – it may take several years 
for bioagents to build to an adequate 
number to provide effective control. 
Restricting herbicide use and not 
mowing in areas close to the release 
site assists the process. When insects 
increase in number and the host weed 
infestation becomes less abundant, 
bioagents search for other stands of 
their host weed. This natural disper-
sal yields a long-term, self-sustaining 
method of control.

Several invasive plant species are 
undergoing treatment by bioagents in 
the Okanagan-Similkameen.

Houndstongue (Cynoglossum 
officinale): Mogulones crucifer is 
the first biological control agent ap-
proved for houndstongue control in 
Canada. These root-mining weevils 
are oval-shaped and blackish brown 
with a distinctive white cross marked 
at the centre top of the wing covers. 
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Young weevils and larvae weaken 
houndstongue by feeding primarily 
on the root, but they have also been 
observed to attack other parts of the 
plant. These bioagents are extremely 
fast acting, often attacking hounds-
tongue so aggressively that they eat 
themselves out of house and home.

St. John’s wort (Hypericum 
perforatum): Adult Chrysolina bee-
tles feed on flower buds and terminal 
leaves of St. John’s wort during the 
summer, while the larvae feed noc-
turnally on shoot tips and new leaves 
in the spring. Adults are a distinctive 
metallic bronze, blue, green, or purple 
colour. Feeding reduces foliage which 
lowers the plant’s food reserves. This 
bioagent is considered highly effect-
ive.

Diffuse and spotted knap-
weed (Centaurea diffusa and Cen-
taurea biebersteinii): Twelve bio-
agents have been released in BC for 
the control of knapweed. Some of the 
most effective species are:

• Larinus minutus and L. obtu-
sus – Adults feed on young knapweed 
leaves and flowers during the spring 
and early summer, and their larvae 
consume the entire contents of the 
flower head in which they were laid. 
When established, these brownish-
grey weevils will significantly dam-
age knapweed plants and reduce seed-
output.

• C y p h o c le o n u s  a c h a t e s 
– This large, mottled grey-brown 
weevil feeds on knapweed foliage 
throughout its 10-week lifespan in the 
summer. The larval or over-wintering 
stage provides the most damage as 
it tunnels through and feeds on root 
reserves until pupation the following 
spring. 

• Sphenoptera jugoslavica - 
This dark copper to black, elongated 
beetle emerges in July. The long, thin 

larvae cause gall-like swelling in the 
roots near the crown, stunting knap-
weed growth and reducing flower pro-
duction.

Purple loosestrife (Lythrum 
salicaria): Galerucella calmariensis 
and G. pusilla beetles are reddish-
brown with black markings. Adults 
emerge in May and feed on shoot tips 
and young foliage. Larvae develop 
during late spring/summer, feeding 
initially on leaf and flower buds and 
then on all parts of the plant. After 
pupae develop into adults, they will 
again feed on foliage prior to hiberna-
tion. Galerucella will often complete-
ly defoliate plants to the point were 
they are incapable of blooming.

Dalmatian toadflax (Linaria 
dalmatica): Mecinus janthinus dir-
ectly weakens Dalmatian Toadflax 
by attacking the centre of the shoot, 
yielding plants with stunted growth, 
reduced flowering, and wilted shoots. 
This black weevil feeds on the exter-
nal foliage in May and produces lar-
vae from June to July. Larvae hatch 
within a week and feed from within 
the plant, damaging growth tissues. 
You can confirm the presence of 
Mecinus by looking for ‘shot holes’ 
through the leaves and pin pricks on 
the stems.

The larvae of the Calophasia 
lunula moth are a 
pearl colour with 
five distinctive 
yellow stripes 
along the back and 
sides. Adults are 
pale to dark brown 
with a white cres-
cent marking on 
the central portion 
of the wing. Lar-
vae feed on Dal-
matian toadflax 
leaves during the 

summer, chewing from the outside 
edge inwards, which also weakens 
plants by damaging growth tissues.

Tansy ragwort (Senecio jaco-
baea): Although tansy ragwort is pri-
marily thought of as a coastal species, 
the largest provincial infestation oc-
curs at Okanagan Mountain located 
northeast of Penticton, BC. To date, 
biological control has not been suc-
cessful in comparison to the coast. 
The most effective agent – Longitar-
sus jacobaeae – is a fall breeder along 
BC’s coastline, which does not bode 
well for the higher elevation sites in 
the Okanagan. Scientists discovered 
a higher elevation Swiss strain of this 
beetle that breeds during the summer 
months, which testing showed to be 
a suitable bioagent for release in the 
Okanagan. 

Releases of the strain have oc-
curred since 2011, and while results 
have been disappointing, the Ministry 
of Forests noted in 2015 that at least 
one species of the moth does seem to 
be thriving in the Chute Lake region 
near Penticton, BC. 

t

Adapted from the Okanagan 
Similkameen Parks Society News-
letter, Spring 2015.
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Coming Full Circle
by Courtenay White

Is topsoil a renewable resource or a nonrenewable re-
source, especially in dry or degraded landscapes?

The question is important because we’re losing topsoil 
every day. Geologically, topsoil is produced by the physi-
cal and chemical weathering of rock as plant roots widen 
cracks made by freezing and thawing action, and carbonic 
acid in raindrops breaks down the pieces into sand, silt, and 
clay particles. Just add organic matter – carbon – and voila, 
topsoil! However, it may take as long as a thousand years 
to build an inch of biologically active soil through this pro-
cess, which makes topsoil a nonrenewable resource on hu-
man time scales.

Nearly two billion tons of topsoil erode annually from 
American farms and ranches, primarily due to poor agri-
cultural practices. Most of this soil washes into creeks and 
lakes and out to sea.

Actually, two billion tons is an improvement – twenty-
five years ago the amount of topsoil lost annually to erosion 
was 40 per cent higher. The difference 
is the adoption of a suite of agricul-
tural practices – including the use of 
cover crops, no-till farming, and re-
generative grazing – that reduce the 
erosive power of rain and wind. The 
goal of these practices is the conservation of topsoil for the 
future. In other words, if soil is a nonrenewable resource, 
the best we can do is slow down its rate of loss.

But what if topsoil was also a renewable resource? 
What if a farmer or rancher could create an inch of biologi-
cally active topsoil in a decade? According to convention-
al thinking, it can’t be done. Fortunately, unconventional 
thinkers have had other ideas.

Take Charles Darwin. His final book, published in 
1882, focused on the lowly earthworm and its role in soil 
formation. By conducting experiments in his backyard over 
many years, Darwin had discovered that topsoil can be ex-
panded (deepened) in only a matter of years, largely as a 
result of the digestive work of earthworms.

The idea that soil was biologically alive with critters 
transforming inert subsoil into rich topsoil by eating and 
pooping was revolutionary at the time. Of course, Darwin 
lived in England, where moist conditions can speed up bio-
logical processes. What about drier parts of the world?

Sixty years later, the answer came from another uncon-

Growing Topsoil in History and Practice

ventional thinker, on the far side of the world and the other 
end of the celebrity scale.

Percival Alfred Yeomans was a former Fuller Brush 
salesman in Australia who took a correspondence course in 
geology and became a mining engineer, a job in which he 
carefully studied the way water moved across the land. Af-
ter World War II, he purchased a farm in New South Wales, 
where he began to test his ideas of water and land manage-
ment, including the “keypoint” concept.

A keypoint is the precise spot in a small valley or drain-
age where water slows down enough to be directed under-
ground via a narrow “Keyline” ditch dug on the point’s 
contour line. His objective was to get as much water into 
the soil as possible, thus recharging the plant life. Explain-
ing his goals, Yeomans wrote, “The landman’s job is not so 
much to conserve soil as it is to develop soil and to make it 
more fertile than it ever was.”

Healthy soil is chock full of microorganisms (trillions 
of them) and like all forms of life they 
need water, oxygen, and food (carbon) 
to thrive. But if soil becomes com-
pacted, all life underground suffers. 
To alleviate these conditions, Yeo-
mans designed, tested, and patented 

what is today known as a Yeomans Plow, after watching a 
chisel plow in action and realizing that with modifications it 
would be ideal for “ripping” keyline contours across farms 
and ranches to encourage water and oxygen infiltration in 
the soil.

His second innovation was conceptual, what scientists 
today call “resilience thinking” – how to bounce back eco-
logically or economically from a surprise or shock. Yeo-
mans’ whole-systems ideas and approach to land manage-
ment now form the foundations of the nature-based design 
process called permaculture, developed by fellow Austral-
ians Dave Holmgren and Bill Mollison in the 1970s.

So, do Yeoman’s innovations actually build topsoil?
Yes, says Owen Hablutzel, an expert in whole-systems 

farming and ranching. The Yeomans Plow is a good tool for 
fixing a damaged water cycle, Hablutzel told me, by prepar-
ing compacted soil for rain. One or two 8-inch-deep rips by 
the plow below the top layer of soil jumps up the level of 
biological activity. The chances are good, he said, that the 
plow can increase soil carbon as a result.

“What if topsoil was also 
a renewable resource?” 
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The Keyline strategy works well in dry country too - 
perhaps especially in arid lands where every drop of water 
is precious and any method that can get more of the wet 
stuff to the roots of plants, the better.

Texas – Keyline Concepts on the Ground

“We cannot restore biodiversity by destroying biodi-
versity” is how Christopher Gill sums up an important les-
son learned from his family’s efforts to restore wildlife hab-
itat and manage the delicate ecosystem on the Circle Ranch, 
a 32,000-acre slice of high desert in the Sierra Diablo range 
of west Texas.

In an all-too-familiar story, the Circle endured more 
than a century of hard use, especially year-round grazing 
by livestock, which had depleted the ranch’s vegetative 
vigor, encouraged brush encroachment, provoked erosion, 
and generally made a mess of wildlife habitat. When the 
Gills purchased the ranch in the 1990s, they decided to try 
to reverse these trends. 

When they started, the Gill family set three goals:
• Increase the quantity, quality, and diversity of the 

ranch’s plant community;

• Increase the numbers of free-ranging wild ani-
mals, including mule deer, elk, desert bighorn sheep, 
pronghorn, quail, dove, and turkey;

• Increase the ranch’s profitability.
They knew that each goal was interdependent with the 

others – especially in a state like Texas, which is 98 per cent 
privately owned and relies heavily on market-based incen-
tives such as hunting to encourage conservation work. 

The Gills employ three primary strategies – planned 
grazing, Keyline contour plowing, and gully repair and wa-
ter harvesting – all of which increase life generally on the 
ranch, in contrast to business-as-usual practices, such as 
overgrazing, trapping, spraying, and poisoning. Life begets 
life, Gill will tell you, and if you want more wildlife, it’s 
best to start at the level of soil, grass, and water.

Livestock and Habitat Rehabiliation

“Our primary habitat management tool is cattle,” Gill 
said. “Animal impact and grazing timing are key to our ef-
forts to improve habitat for all species of birds and animals.”

Continued on Page 24  
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The use of cover crops, no-till farming, and 
regenerative grazing reduce the erosive power 

of rain and wind.
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Topsoil continued

As with most “wildlifers,” as Gill put it, the family had 
originally decided not to run cattle on the ranch, believing 
that livestock and wildlife competed for resources. How-
ever, after implementing a planned cattle-grazing program, 
Gill saw a positive ecological result in the form of increased 
plant vigor and biodiversity. Habitat can be improved when 
cattle are used as proxies for wild grazers, mimicking their 
concentrated numbers, constant movement, and long peri-
ods of absence. “My conclusion is that cattle offer us a tool 
that cannot be replicated by machines, chemicals, or fire 
in terms of the treatment’s physiological 
outcomes,” Gill said.

It was profitable too. According to 
Gill, the Circle Ranch netted $50,000 
from its cattle operation in 2013. Any 
combination of machines, poisons, 
chemicals, and fire to treat the 20,000 
acres that were grazed would have cost 
at least $30 an acre. So, instead of spend-
ing $600,000, the Gill family made $50,000 and also netted 
an ecological outcome that could not have been created by 
conventional practices. Add hunting fees into the mix and 
you have a recipe for a profitable enterprise.

Retaining the Rain for Land Repair and Topsoil 
Growth 

Another practice getting great results at the Circle is 
Keyline contour plowing, particularly in areas where the 
tool of animal impact has not worked as quickly as hoped. 
Using a Yeomans plow to slice deep, narrow furrows placed 
on contour by laser transit allows water to gently infiltrate 
the soil with minimal damage to plants and minimal sub-
soil disturbance. This encourages plants to reestablish 
themselves and grow abundantly, and the concurrent root 
expansion converts subsoil to topsoil. These new and re-
invigorated plants can then be maintained by planned live-
stock grazing. 

However, there are jobs that cows and plows can’t do, 
such as repair eroded washes, gullies, and roadbeds, many 
of which have become open wounds on the ranch, Gill said, 
“eating whole valleys.” Implementing methods pioneered 
by restoration specialist Bill Zeedyk, who encourages land-
owners to “think like a creek,” the Gills have built struc-
tures across the Circle that redirect water flow, slow down 
flood events, and “re-wet” areas that had dried up due to 
falling water tables. They have also redesigned ranch roads 
in order to harvest water falling upslope, redistributing it 

downslope to grow more grass rather than have it trapped 
in roadside ditches and shunted away.

Of course, it has to rain. As Gill noted, it would be un-
realistic to expect planned grazing, Keyline plowing, gully 
repair, or any other range practice to work in the absence 
of rain. 

The challenge is to make sure that the water cycle is as 
effective as possible to take full advantage of the rain when 
it comes. For example – if ten inches of rain falls on a plot 
of land and eight inches runs off due to degraded soils, the 
effective rainfall is two inches, whereas if only six inches 

of rain falls and 80 per cent of it is soaked 
up, the effective rainfall is doubled to 
four inches. That’s a huge difference in 
dry country like west Texas.

Gill calls a less effective water cycle 
brought on by poor land management a 
“human-caused drought.” When com-
bined with a natural drought, the result 
can be devastating to all life. In contrast, 

he calls the practices employed on the Circle “drought bust-
ers.” More effective water means more grass, which means 
more wildlife, which means more biodiversity in general. 
However, don’t expect miracles, Gill warned, and don’t be 
in a hurry. If a landowner is willing to be patient, he says, 
persistence will be rewarded, as it has been for the Gill 
family. 

The Circle, once broken, is nearly whole again.

t

Excerpted from an article originally published by The 
Carbon Pilgrim on November 10, 2015 and taken from 
Courtenay White’s book 2% Solutions for the Planet. 

“We cannot 
restore biodiversity 

by destroying 
biodiversity.”

https://carbonpilgrim.wordpress.com/2015/11/09/growing-topsoil/
http://www.coastmountainexpeditions.com/
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Reviews by Delores BrotenFarming in the City

I wish I had read this 
book twenty years ago, 
when I was struggling with 
the glories and the pitfalls 

of running a small-scale roadside vegetable 
stand. But then, the book was only published this year, and 
my perspective allowed me to go over the pages and the 
advice with an experienced eye. 

It seems to me that Curtis Stone has got it pretty well 
right. His account reflects the errors I know are major 
problems and his advice will allow anyone following 
to avoid some expensive and painful  mistakes. Stone is 
writing about his experience in Kelowna BC, farming 
about one third of an acre of borrowed land, converted from 
grass and backyards, to produce food for profitable sale. He 
is making a decent income for his farm work.

He discusses the things to look for when setting out 
to make such arrangements – access, water, compatibility 
with the landowner, and clustering of plots so travel time 
is kept to a minimum. He shows how to develop beds, how 
to develop the soil, and how to situate crops. He does not 
forget to mention that you need to know what the land had 
been used for, to avoid contaminated sites. 

More than that however, he delves into the mysteries 
of profitable vegetable farming. Which crops turn a better 
profit for the effort? Which crops have the fastest turnaround 
for the greatest amount of produce per plot? 

And once you know what you are growing, how will 
you market it? All these topics are explored in detail, with 
accompanying spreadsheets. Yes, much of this is more tech 
entrepreneur than traditional farmer, but it is providing 
fresh produce grown in the city. Farmers always did have 
to use their smarts to make a living, and Stone simply 
transfers that acumen to a different model of land use.  

This is one of the best ways for young people to get 
into farming, with land prices near the urban markets 
exorbitantly high. They can farm and make a living 
farming, while providing access to food for city dwellers.  

Permaculture for the Rest of Us: Abundant Living on 
Less than an Acre. Jenni Blackmore, 2015. New Society 
Publishers, Gabriola Island BC. Softcover and e-book, 192 
pages, B&W,  $19.95. ISBN 978-0-86571-810-4. 

Intended for the small landowner, this book on 
permaculture contains numerous tips on a wide range 
of skills – building a chicken coop, raised beds, and 
greenhouses. It is a somewhat relaxed tour through what 
can be very technical information, and probably works well 
as a general introduction. Also fun reading for those of us 
who are armchair homesteaders. 

Pollinator Friendly Gardening: Gardening for Bees, 
Butterflies, and Other Pollinators. Rhonda Fleming Hayes, 
2015. Voyageur Press, Minneapolis MN USA, Softcover, 
176 pages, colour plates, $25.99. ISBN 978-0-7603-4913-7

Before you dig into the seed catalogues, it might be 
smart to take a look at the lists of shrubs and plants which 
will attract pollinators to your garden and include them 
in your plans. From bee habitat to flowers which attract 
hummingbirds, from a plea to reduce and replace the 
lawn to interesting facts, this book is packed with useful 
information and worth keeping as a reference. Did you 
know butterflies don’t have eyelids? 

t

Highly recommended for anyone dreaming of getting 
dirt under their fingernails.  

The Urban Farmer: Growing 
Food for Profit on Leased 
and Borrowed Land. 
Curtis Stone, 2016.  
New Society Publishers, 
Gabriola Island BC. 
265 pages, colour plates, 
$29.95. ISBN 978-0-86571-
801-2 

Photos by New Society.Publishers
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The future of local food starts now

FEED Comox Valley

by Claire Gilmore

A cartoon in the January 26 edi-
tion of the Globe and Mail depicts two 
figures dancing with glee near an oil 
tower while a man in surveyor’s garb 
tells his friend: “We’ve struck cauli-
flower!!!” It’s a humorous take on a se-
rious situation – as the Canadian dol-
lar has plummeted, the cost of import-
ed food has risen almost in lock-step. 
In fact, the University of Guelph’s an-
nual Food Price Index has calculated 
that every one-cent drop in the loonie 

equates to a one per cent increase in 
the cost of imported food. Add to this 
our dollar’s susceptibility to unstable 
oil markets and the fact that we import 
around 80 per cent of the fruits and 
vegetables we eat in Canada, and we 
have a situation on our hands.

But for those of a more visionary 
bent, problems tend to present as op-
portunities. Sandra Hamilton, instiga-
tor of FEED (Food, Environment and 
Economic Development) Comox Val-
ley, says there has never been a higher 
degree of interest in the program. 

FEED has been bringing local pro-
duce into local institutions in the Co-
mox Valley, BC for the past two years. 

“[The institutions] have a real 
problem now … before, it was people 
like me saying, can’t we do a better 
job of re-localizing the food system? 
But the existing system wasn’t really 
causing them a problem. Right now 
the system is causing them a prob-
lem.”

The program grew from a simple 
question – what would it take to get 
a local potato into a local hospital? – 
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and now works with the local Canada-
GAP (Good Agricultural Practices – a 
food safety program) certified farms, 
along with an acute-care hospital, a 
college cafeteria, and a long-term care 
facility. FEED is still in its infancy, 
but is poised to grow as pressure on 
institutions’ bottom-line increases – 
in fact, partnerships are now being 
developed to expand the model into 
the Cowichan Valley and Capital Re-
gional District under the name FEED 
Vancouver Island. But Hamilton 
points out that it’s not going to hap-
pen overnight – “It is a very difficult 
transition … but shouldn’t taxpayer-
funded institutions lead the way?”

Changing the Buying 
Behaviour of Institutions
The success of FEED Comox 

Valley has proven that three main 
anticipated stumbling blocks – price, 
food safety, and trade agreements – 
are in fact not obstacles to pairing up 
local produce with local institutions. 
Hamilton points out that “We’re never 
going to get hand-pulled carrots into 
hospital – taxpayers are not going to 
pay for that.” Mid-sized farms with 
adequate mechanization are capable 
of growing at an adequate scale to sup-
ply institutions at a comparable price 
point to the big importers. And at a 
competitive price, there’s no need for 
governments to mandate exclusively 
local procurement, which would trip 
the radar of international trade ‘anti-
protectionism’ clauses.

What has been an obstacle is 
the procurement culture of publicly-
funded institutions. Jaymie Collins of 
Vancouver Island Farm Products, a lo-
cal distributor and partner in the pro-
gram, says that while there has so far 
been a positive response, “Some buyers 

might not want to change over because 
they’re used to a certain way of doing 
business.” Unlike in retail, where the 
distributor is simply the transporter, 
institutions treat their distributors as 
vendors. Hamilton points out: “The 
global supply chain is so easy … peo-
ple sit in hospitals and they type into 
their computer what they want, and 
miraculously the Sysco or the GFS 
truck delivers it for them, they don’t 
really think about how it got there.” 

In the open market, institutional 
buyers have benefited from the abil-
ity to use their distributor to access 
the lowest-priced sellers at any given 
point. But as those fluctuating prices 
trend upwards, institutions are start-
ing to sweeten on the idea of locking 
into direct grow-to-order contracts 
with local farmers.  

Will Farmers Take the Leap?
Because of their rapid success 

in getting interest from institutions, 
FEED Comox Valley has been quick-
ly thrust into the supply side question. 
As Hamilton puts it, “You can have 
big agriculture matched to big retail, 
and you can have small-scale organic 
matched to farmer’s markets or a local 
restaurant. But as you start to … go 
beyond the farmer’s market, which is 
what we’re talking about, how do we 
scale up from uber-local, micro-local, 
to be able to relocalize our agricultur-
al systems [and] to supply institutions 
that are the next step up?”  

The question leads to local farm-

“We’ve got way too many pieces of fantastic 
grade A land sitting fallow, doing nothing.”

ers and what kind of changes they’re 
willing to make. While some farmers 
simply prefer to grow smaller scale 
or are dedicated to organic or perma-
culture methods, Dave Semmelink 
of Lentelus Organics thinks a major 
challenge is also that people are afraid 
of risk. 

“I don’t know a single young 
farmer who’s taken on a loan the size 
I have, and it’s not a huge loan … they 
don’t want to take the risk, they don’t 
want to go into debt. And yet so many 
people have fifty thousand dollars of 
student debt – they’ll do that, but they 
won’t put that into farming.”

Another obstacle is the mecha-
nization needed to grow at a larger 
scale. In a sense, it’s a catch-22: mech-
anization requires stable demand and 
a certain size of market to make it vi-
able. Semmelink agrees his biggest 
obstacle is equipment. “I can’t afford 
a $50,000 tractor, but that’s what I 
need to produce 20 acres of potatoes, 
or 30 acres of carrots, or something 
like that. With the loans that I’m able 
to get I’m able to produce five acres of 
carrots maybe if that’s all I was grow-
ing…” 

Sandra Hamilton has been work-
ing at creative solutions to these types 
of barriers – so far she has secured 
three lots of 200-acre parcels on Van-
couver Island that could be long-term 
leased to multiple farmers. This would 
facilitate equipment-sharing, and part 
of each farmer’s piece of land would 
be used to supply their grow-to-order 
contract while the remainder would 
be used by them as they see fit. And 
as she points out, “We’ve got way too 

“The farmer is not going to move beyond the 
farmer’s market and go from 500 to 50,000 

pounds of potatoes without somebody telling 
him it’s a done deal.”
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many pieces of fantastic grade A land 
sitting fallow, doing nothing.”

Once a farmer decides to grow at 
scale, she or he faces a daunting pros-
pect: entering into direct competition 
with the large food importers. Sandra 
Hamilton explains that in the open 
market, a farmer grows first and then 
hopes that there will be a market for 
their produce: “Let’s say for example 
you’re in the Okanagan and you grow 
apples, and that week Washington 
State decides to dump Washington 
apples at a huge discount … [retail-
ers] won’t buy your apples, they buy 
Washington State.”

The irony is that the institutions 
are just as nervous – they want to 
know that if they shift to a local sup-
ply chain, they will get what they or-
dered. But couldn’t both sides simply 
make a commitment to each other?

Grow to Order Contracts
“A contract means everybody 

agrees to something, and they lock in. 
So let’s say for example a farmer usu-
ally grows 500 pounds of potatoes, 
and the hospital says we need 50,000 
pounds … they would say ‘We know 
we’re going to use 50,000 pounds of 
potatoes and 50,000 pounds of carrots 
and onions, we are going to enter into 
a contract.’ And now this farmer has 
a contract with a public sector institu-
tion … he can go to the bank and lease 
any of the equipment that he needs to 
mechanize, to get the price point that 
makes sense. Both sides need security 
to move forward. The farmer is not 
going to move beyond the farmer’s 
market and go from 500 to 50,000 
pounds of potatoes without somebody 
telling him it’s a done deal for sure. 
And fair enough!”

Hamilton is convinced that grow-
to-order contracts are the ideal mech-
anism to protect our institutions from 

the currency exchange rate and create 
stability of demand for the next gener-
ation of farmers. “This is millions of 
dollars that could be coming into our 
local economy. It’s not that we’re not 
capable of growing this, we’re com-
pletely capable of doing it, it is just 
the structure of the contracts – which 
is why getting more strategic, much 

FEED continued

Social Procurement Pioneers
In August of last year, Cumberland, BC became Canada’s very first so-

cial procurement municipality. Social procurement is a framework that al-
lows governments to structure goods and service procurement contracts to 
include the most social benefit possible.

The framework works within the clauses of international trade agree-
ments, as Cumberland councillor Jesse Ketler explains: “You can’t actually 
say ‘buy local’ from a government perspective – that does go contrary to 
trade agreements. There are little things [for example] in NAFTA, that if you 
are doing social things or if it’s under a certain amount … you can directly 
award contracts, without them having to go to an open bidding process. So 
there are little loopholes that we can take advantage of with this, that are very 
important.”

In April, Cumberland will bring a resolution to the Association of Van-
couver Island and Coastal Communities (AVICC) 2016 meeting in Nanaimo, 
asking that AVICC and the Union of BC Municipalities (UBCM) advance the 
use of social procurement practices by local governments. If the resolution 
passes as is, UBCM will also urge the BC government to consider the inclu-
sion of social procurement into the Community Charter and Local Govern-
ment Act.

 
t

Sandra Ham-
ilton helped Cum-
berland create their 
social procurement 
framework. She will 
be speaking on So-
cial Procurement and 
FEED Comox Valley 
at the Association 
of Vancouver Island 
and Coastal Commu-
nities in Nanaimo, 
April 9.

more smart with how we structure 
public procurement, as they’ve done 
in Denmark, and as they’re doing all 
across Europe – we have to do that 
with our food system, and right now 
we’re paying the price of not doing it.”

t
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by Taarini Chopra

Most of us have heard the claim that we need geneti-
cally modified (GM) crops to feed a growing global popu-
lation. But a little bit of investigation reveals a number of 
serious problems with this argument. 

To begin with, relying on genetic modification as the 
solution to world hunger ignores the real, root problem: 
Hunger is caused by poverty and inequality. People are 
hungry because they don’t have enough money to buy food 
or land to grow it. In fact, we already produce enough food 
to feed the world’s population – and we waste one third of it. 

 If we dig deeper, we see that GM crops have broken 
many of the promises they came with. Twenty years after 
they were first introduced, GM crops continue to benefit 
the corporations that own them, not the environment, farm-
ers, or people who are hungry. 

GM Crops Are Not Designed to Address Hunger
Just four GM crops – corn, soy, canola, and cotton – are 

99% of all GM crops in the world. The other GM crops on 
the market – GM sweet corn, papaya, squash, white sugar 
beet for sugar, and alfalfa for animal feed (in the US only) – 
are grown in very small quantities. Over 77% of the world’s 
GM crops are grown in the US, Brazil, and Argentina.

These crops are not designed to address hunger; all 
four are used primarily to produce processed food ingredi-
ents, animal feed, and fuel. 

GM Crops Have Not Put More Money in Famers’ 
Pockets 

One of the reasons that GM crops have not fulfilled 
their promise of increasing incomes for small-scale and 
poor farmers in the global South is that GM seed is expen-
sive. In India, for instance, GM cotton seed costs anywhere 
from three to eight times as much as non-GM seed.

This means that poor farmers often have to take out 
loans to buy seed. If their crops fail – as they often have in 
the case of GM cotton in India – farmers are unable to pay 
back their debt, pushing them further into poverty. 

GM seeds are expensive because they are owned and 
patented by a few large corporations – Monsanto, Dupont, 
Syngenta, Dow, Bayer and BASF – who, together, own 63% 
of the entire global seed market.

GM Crops Harm, Not Help, the Environment
GM crops came with the key promise to reduce pes-

ticide use. However, most GM crops are modified to be 
herbicide-tolerant and have increased the use of herbicides, 
particularly glyphosate. 

In Canada, herbicide sales increased by 130% between 
1994 and 2008. Pesticide use in the US, by 2011, was 24% 
higher per acre on GM crops than it was on conventional 
fields. The heavy use of glyphosate with GM crops has 
led to the emergence of “superweeds” that are resistant to 
glyphosate, and further add to farmers’ costs. 

GM crops clearly do not fit into a sustainable, healthy 
model of farming. Instead of helping address hunger, they 
are short-lived corporate products that are creating new 
problems for farmers and the environment. The real solu-
tion to hunger lies in creating equality and justice, and in 
keeping seeds in the hands of farmers.

For more information, see CBAN’s report Do We Need 
GM Crops to Feed the World? www.gmoinquiry.ca/feed-
ingtheworld. 

t
Taarini Chopra is a researcher at the Canadian Bio-

technology Action Network (CBAN), a project on Tides 
Canada’s shared platform. CBAN is a campaign coalition 
of 17 organizations that researches, monitors and raises 
awareness about issues relating to genetic engineering in 
food and farming. www.cban.ca

Do We Need GM Crops to 
“Feed the World”?
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“In Bangladesh, Manika Begum stores her own seeds in 
glass bottles plastered with mud.”
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by Susan MacVittie 

In 2015, despite several lawsuits 
and vocal opposition from some farm-
ers, the federal government sold 50.1 
per cent of the Canadian Wheat Board 
(CWB), the agency that marketed 
grain for western Canadian farmers 
since 1935, to Global Grain Group 
(G3) for $250 million. G3 is a joint 
venture of US agrifood company, 
Bunge Limited, and the Saudi Ag-
ricultural and Livestock Investment 
Company.

The sale of the CWB, now called 
G3 Canada, took place while a “Farm-
ers of North America” group of West-
ern Canadian farmers attempted to 
raise funds to purchase the CWB and 
keep it Canadian farmer-owned. In 
2014, the Farmers’ bid for the CWB 
was rejected with no reasons given.

Established by the Parliament 
of Canada on July 5, 1935, the Can-
dian Wheat Board was governed by 
the Canadian Wheat Board Act as a 
mandatory producer marketing sys-
tem for wheat and barley in Alberta, 
Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and a part 
of British Columbia. 

The farmer-owned single-desk 
Wheat Board returned the money to 
the people who produced the grain 
through a price pooling system that 

made sure all farmers received the 
full value of the crop over the year, re-
gardless of when they delivered their 
grain for sale.

The CWB’s mandate was to pay 
farmers a base price for their grain, 
identify markets, negotiate the best 
price, deliver the goods, issue advance 
cheques, and make final payment after 
the crop was sold. If the wheat market 
went up, farmers pocketed the profits. 
If the market went down, the govern-
ment absorbed the loss. Nothing was 
subtracted from 
the farmer’s 
share except the 
cost of market-
ing and deliv-
ery. 

On June 
12, 2015, the 
D e p a r t m e n t 
of Finance re-
leased draft 
legislation to 
handle the tax 
consequence to 
farmers, and to 
the Trust which 
will hold 49.9% 
of CWB in trust 
for farmers 

(proposed section 135.2 of the Income 
Tax Act). No news release was issued 
to explain the legislation. 

The Canadian Wheat Board Alli-
ance describes how farmers benefited 
from the original Wheat Board:

“The farmer-owned single-desk 
Wheat Board took an undifferentiated 
product grown by thousands of farm-
ers, that is almost worthless unless 
it is amalgamated into the 30 and 60 
thousand metric tonne (mt) lot sizes 
customers want; branded it, promoted 
it, and then sold it for premium prices 
around the world. To put that in con-
text, a typical rail car holds a mere 
90 tonnes of wheat and the CWB ar-
ranged to send some 350,000 of them 
containing identity-preserved wheat 
and barley to port each year. The 
CWB returned the money to the peo-
ple who produced the grain through a 
price pooling system that made sure 
all farmers received the full value of 

Western Canadian farmers 
are losing billions without the 

Canadian Wheat Board

Photo by AgriLife Today
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Blending, Protein Premiums, 
Fusarium Programs 

Since the elimination of the 
CWB, blending of the entire  crop 
no longer benefits farmers. Now 
blending revenues go to the grain 
companies. There is no longer 
a Fusarium program to market 
Fusarium-infected wheat. Protein 
premiums from the grain compa-
nies to farmers have been little to 
none. Here is what Andrew Dennis, 
Friends of the CWB, said  about 
protein premiums that farmers used 
to get, “In the  2010/11 crop year, 
for example, the CWB premium for 
15.5% protein Canada Western Red 
Spring #1 was $3.46/ bushel extra. 
This is $173 more per acre for pro-
tein on a 50 bushel per acre crop.” 

The Vancouver Situation 
Now when a ship docks in Van-

couver to load wheat it sometimes 
has to go back to anchor six times 
or more before it is fully loaded. 
Without the CWB single-desk, the 
system operated by the grain com-
panies is costly, inefficient, and 
causes poor railway performance. 

Until Ottawa killed it in 2011, 
the CWB received extra money 
for the timely loading of wheat on 
ocean going vessels, and farmers 
got that money. Now farmers have 
to pay for the grain companies’ fail-
ure to fill the ships on time.

—Friends of the Canadian 
Wheat Board

Grain Companies take $13 million Valentine’s gift from farmers

 “Farmers are justifiably angry 
over the on-going grain robbery by 
the private grain trade,” said Kyle 
Korneychuk, spokesperson for the 
Canadian Wheat Board Alliance 
(CWBA), an independent prairie-
wide farm group.

“Using newly revealed figures 
we know that farmers had $13.7 mil-
lion dollars taken from them by the 
grain handling companies in excess 
profits in one week alone. This is a 
continuation of the multi-billion dol-
lar rip-off of farmers by the private 
trade since the killing of the farm-
er-controlled single-desk Canadian 
Wheat Board.

“The grain companies can call 
it basis, the economists can call it 
excess profits or excess basis, but it 
is real money that the grain compa-
nies have which should have gone to 
farmers,” Korneychuk added.

Korneychuk went on to explain 
the low prices offered by grain com-
panies to farmers were compared to 
recent west coast port wheat prices 
reported by Agriculture Canada to 

February 6, 2015 and then combined 
with Canadian Grain Commission 
shipping data from week 27 of the 
crop year (February 2 to 8, 2015) 
to show the size of the rip-off. Kor-
neychuk said that week’s west coast 
port price for #1 HRSW (Hard Red 
Spring Wheat) was reported as be-
ing in the range of $337.96/metric 
tonne (mt) or $9.21/bushel (bu) while 
the local price available from one of 
the giant grain handling companies 
in eastern Saskatchewan was in the 
$205.52/mt ($5.60/bu) range. This is 
a $133/mt ($3.64/bu) difference.

The Canadian Grain Commis-
sion reports that for the week end-
ing February 8, 2015, 227,000 mt of 
wheat was exported from Vancouver 
and the St. Lawrence. “Simple arith-
metic shows us that for that week 
alone the grain companies have tak-
en $13,781,170.00 in excess profits 
away from farmers,” said Korney-
chuk. 
—Canadian Wheat Board Alliance, 
February 18, 2015

the crop over the year regardless of 
when they delivered their grain for 
sale.

“Prairie farmers delivered their 
grain to 326 inland terminals across 
the prairies. Then the CWB contract-
ed with the railways to move the grain 
to deep water ports. Just a handful of 
those inland terminals would store the 
whole of Ontario and Quebec’s annual 
wheat production.

“The CWB chartered the ships 
to carry the grain, and made sure the 
ships got filled on time and on budget. 
In the 14 years the farmers ran the 
CWB, it never paid net costs for late 
shipments and never bungled a sale. 
Last year, without the CWB, late fees 
(demurrage) topped $75 million. 

“In CWB directors’ elections, 
typically 80% of the director posi-
tions went to farmers in favour of the 
single-desk. Now that the results of 
the experiment comparing the CWB 
to the speculative market are in, even 
the debt-blinkered crowd is starting to 
see that 90% of any number is better 
than 60%. No doubt their bankers are 
starting to understand that too.

“We need the single desk back.”
t

Susan MacVittie is managing 
editor of the Watershed Sentinel. 
The CWB Alliance is a politically 
non-partisan organization focused on 
farmers’ right to market through the 
Canadian Wheat Board.

Did You Know?
Did you know that until the Con-
servatives killed the Canadian 
Wheat Board in 2012 almost all 
the bread, pasta, and beer con-
sumed in Canada was made with 
grain grown on the prairies? The 
farmer-controlled CWB leveled 
the playing field for local proces-
sors. Now processors buy the 
cheapest grain they can and im-
port it by the ship load.
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Using RJ for Environmental Crime

by Richard Tarnoff

Environmentalists often express frustration at 
how pollution infractions are dealt with by the 
legal system. Even when responsibility is es-
tablished, cases can drag on for years and the 
resulting penalties are sometimes described 

as “the cost of doing business.” Lately, some government 
agencies think there might be a better way to resolve many 
of these cases.

In the fall of 2010, in two separate incidents, Teck 
Metals Ltd. of Trail, BC allowed leachate and mercury to 
overflow into Stoney Creek and the Columbia River. Teck 
immediately notified officials and took full responsibility.  
Nevertheless, many people in the community were upset.  
Residents, environmentalists, and sports fishers worried 
about possible health impacts and potential harm to the en-
vironment.  

The  Conservation Service and Environment Canada, 
in consultation with Teck Metals and the community, de-
cided to utilize an alternative measure, known as a Com-
munity Justice Forum. Their hope was that they could ad-
dress the harm that had been caused to the environment and 
repair relationships in the town.

The forum brought together representatives of com-
munity groups, civic government, and the company to talk 
about what had happened, who had been impacted, and 
how to best resolve the situation. The circle was facilitated 
by BC Conservation Officer Sgt. Andy MacKay, who has 
trained as a  facilitator, and was co-facilitated by CO Ryane 
Macintyre. In the end, all parties signed off on a settlement 
that included a $325,000 commitment from Teck. As part 
of the agreement, the company agreed to pay $100,000 to 

the Environmental Damages Fund. These funds were for 
projects that would improve water quality monitoring, or 
protect, enhance, or restore fish habitats in the lower Co-
lumbia River. The remaining funds supported a variety of 
community environmental initiatives. A video about this 
process can be viewed at www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMn-
xiK7s8M

This was the first time Environment Canada had been 
involved in a restorative justice (RJ) process, and it remains 
the largest settlement so far for an environmental infraction 
in BC. 

Using Restorative Justice
The actual first use of RJ in BC for a wildlife infraction 

was in 2000, in the sentencing portion of persons charged 
with night hunting.  

Prior to that case, there had been eight to ten  com-
plaints of night hunting per year in a local area. Accord-
ing to Sgt. MacKay, “after the conference, which was at-
tended by numerous community members, the number of 
complaints dropped to zero for the following ten years. The 
community members (peers) disapproving of night hunting 
proved most effective at stopping the practice.”

Federally, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
(DFO) began using RJ around 2001. They now divert about 
30 cases per year, the most common being fishing during 
a closed time. Like the province, the DFO views RJ as a 
better way to achieve compliance and build positive rela-
tionships within communities. It has also changed the in-
teraction between fisheries officers and users, and greatly 
reduced the number of confrontations.   
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a say in decisions 
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Nelson Leon, chief of the Adams Lake Band, said “It 
allows us to develop a better working relationship.” Willie 
Charlie, chief of the Chehalis Band said, “RJ is a very pow-
erful way of dealing with some extremely difficult issues.  
RJ helps to build bridges.”

In 2009, a land developer working on Newport Creek 
near Squamish, BC allowed damage to fish habitat in viola-
tion of Section 35(2) of the Fisheries Act. The developer 
and the contractor who did the work both accepted respon-
sibility, and accepted the recommendation of the DFO to 
participate in a restorative process, as did representatives 
of the community.  

Since it was impossible to undo the damage, the com-
panies agreed to contribute $62,000:  $30,000 for  fish habi-
tat restoration and enhancement projects run by the Squam-
ish River Watershed Society; $15,000 for 
large rock to be used in habitat restora-
tion projects; and $17,000 for the heavy 
equipment time for the construction of 
such projects. According to Squamish lo-
cal Fishery Officer Field Supervisor, Dave 
Loop, there have been no further viola-
tions of this type since then.  

DFO  has a strong financial incentive 
to use this approach. According to Jim 
Robson, Detachment Supervisor, WCVI, 
“Dealing with any significant prosecution requires an enor-
mous amount of litigation. The cost of illegal sales prosecu-
tion can be $300,000 to $400,000. RJ on the other hand 
offers a local resolution. The resolution is often expedient 
and relatively low cost.”

The Meaning of Restorative Justice
So what exactly do we mean by restorative justice, why 

has this approach been incorporated into resolving envi-
ronmental and conservation infractions, and when is it ap-
propriate to use? 

In modern times, our justice system has focused on 
whether the laws of the state were broken, rather than with 
the harm that was caused. In other words, the system hasn’t 
been primarily concerned with providing restitution to vic-
tims, helping offenders change, or helping communities 
heal.  

Since the 1990s, there has been a growing interest 
world-wide in looking at justice in a more comprehensive 
way. This approach acknowledges that most of us have 
made mistakes in our lives. From the RJ perspective, it 
is  more important whether or not our actions have caused 
harm to people, the community, or the environment.   

RJ is viewed as a way for people to rectify their mis-

takes and move on with their lives. Punishment and incar-
ceration are recognized as ineffective ways to heal those 
that have been harmed and to change destructive behav-
iours. Creating a dialogue that allows offenders to take 
responsibility for their actions, and then giving them the 
opportunity to repair the harm, offers a better chance for 
healing. It remains crucial that the process is carried out 
properly and fairly. It must be open to all affected parties, 
no one should be coerced into participating, and agree-
ments should be arrived at by consensus.  

Restorative Justice and Conservation
When is it appropriate to use RJ for conservation in-

fractions? According to Sgt. MacKay, it is when the party 
who has committed the act accepts responsibility and the 

community supports its use. If these con-
ditions are met, then any actions could 
potentially be dealt with restoratively. 
Examples might include illegal hunting 
of grizzly bears, starting forest fires, and 
hunting in the traditional territory of an-
other First Nation.  

DFO also believes that all files are 
potentially appropriate for RJ except for 
a few specific circumstances, such as the 
use or threatened use of violence, or if 

the offense was part of an ongoing criminal enterprise. Be-
cause RJ is focused on communities taking responsibility 
for resolving their own conflicts, it empowers them to take 
ownership and become involved in the response and pre-
vention of further harm.  

Many communities have established independent re-
storative justice programs, made up of trained volunteers, 
who work cooperatively with police, crown counsel, con-
servation officers, DFO, schools, or concerned members of 
the community, to resolve crime and conflict in a restora-
tive way.

RJ is a relatively new approach to healing the impacts 
of conflict and crime, although it has its roots in many na-
tive and religious peacemaking traditions.  

There will always be difficulties and different view-
points in bringing about change to established systems. 
Nevertheless, the Ministry of Environment and the De-
partment of Fisheries and Oceans deserve recognition and 
praise for their efforts in supporting what looks to be a bet-
ter way forward. 

t
Richard Tarnoff is a retired commercial fisherman and 

restorative justice practitioner living in Ladysmith, BC.

RJ is viewed as a 
way for people 
to rectify their 

mistakes and move 
on with their lives
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Hullcar Valley 
Aquifer

by Al Price

Steele Springs Waterworks Dis-
trict at the north end of the Township of 
Spallumcheen in the North Okanagan 
has been on a “do not drink” water ad-
visory because of nitrate contamina-
tion in the aquifer since March 2014. It 
serves approximately 150 people.

The water comes from uncon-
fined aquifer #103, which spans the 
Hullcar Valley. Underneath this aqui-
fer is another, confined aquifer #102, 
which has “communication points” 
with the upper water body. 

In 2008, a 1,000-cow dairy op-
eration was opened nearby. The waste 
handling system is that of a flush 
barn, with manure separation (into 
solid and liquid portions) and two la-
goons to hold the liquid. The effluent 
is then spread onto nearby crop fields.

From the start, residents and 
farmers were nervous about the 
waste-handling method. Their fears 
were well-founded.

Until mid-2011, the nitrate level 
in Steele Springs source water re-
mained below two parts per million 
(ppm). But it reached 10.1 by March 
2014. Interior Health issued a drink-
ing water advisory. Nitrate can cause 
health problems for infants and older 
people with compromised immune 
systems. It is a known carcinogen.

WATER

In March 2014, Ministry of En-
vironment (MoE) environmental pro-
tection officer Mike Reiner placed a 
Compliance Order on the farm, pin-
pointing it as the source of the con-
tamination. 

The nitrate issue expanded to 
cover all the owners and users of pri-
vate wells in the Hullcar Valley in 
July 2014. 

Since that time, while effluent ap-
plication rates have supposedly been 
reduced, it has been allowed by the 
Ministry of Environment after each 
alfalfa cut. Steele Springs’ water had 
a high of 12.7 ppm in the spring and 
in December registered 12.5 ppm. A 
small spring a few hundred metres 
away tested at 22 ppm last summer, 
and a farm with a private well tested 
at 80 ppm.

During the past summer, Carol 
Mullen, a farmer in the Hullcar, began 
writing letters to anyone she thought 
might be willing to help.

One of her letters went to the En-
vironmental Law Centre at the Uni-
versity of Victoria. Its director, Calvin 
Sandborn, was intrigued by our situa-
tion. Thus was born the Save Hullcar 
Aquifer Team (SHAT), an advocacy 
group of more than 40 local residents 
lobbying for clean drinking water and 

a moratorium on the application of ef-
fluent on the field of concern above 
the aquifer.

The Save Hullcar Aquifer Team 
is asking that the dairy farm operate 
in such a way that the aquifer will not 
be contaminated. 

In late January, on behalf of the 
Save Hullcar Aquifer Team, the En-
vironmental Law Centre requested 
that a Drinking Water Officer issue 
a Drinking Water Hazard Abatement 
and Prevention Order regarding the 
contamination of unconfined Hullcar 
aquifer #103, pursuant to section 25 
of the Drinking Water Protection Act. 
The Hullcar aquifers are the north-
ernmost source for the entire water 
system of the Okanagan Valley and 
beyond. 

Interior Health is in the process of 
forming a water team to study the pos-
sibility of such an order. And in early 
February, Splatsin First Nation Chiefs 
Kukpi and Wayne Christian offered 
to join forces with SHAT to try and 
pressure government into finding a 
solution.

“How long have they been rais-
ing the alarm and nobody is paying 
attention to them?” Chief Christian 
asked of the Aquifer Team. “It’s bi-
zarre. I just don’t get it.” The Splatsin 
band has two reserves that draw their 
water from the same aquifer as Steele 
Springs and the Hullcar farmers. “We 
have a number of young families, 
pregnant women and elders serviced 
by those wells, and they are really 
nervous about the water, so we have 
to get it tested. Government has to do 
its job and stop the contamination.”

t
Al Price is a former editor and 

CBC broadcaster and is also co-chair 
of the Save Hullcar Aquifer Team.
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by Peter Nix

In my solar garden, I grow food 
energy in the form of strawberries, 
but I also grow raw energy in the 
form of electricity. And then I sell that 
electrical energy, just like strawberries 
– well, maybe if I had time to attend 
farmer’s markets.

One solution to minimize damage 
from climate change is to use the sun’s 
energy for more than just growing 
food. More solar energy falls on earth 
in a single hour than all the fossil 
fuel energy used globally in a year. 
On June 9, 2014, Germany produced 
a record 50% of its electricity from 
solar, yet it gets less sunshine than my 
home region of the Cowichan Valley 
on Vancouver Island, BC.

In the Cowichan Valley, citizens 
will spend over one billion dollars on 
energy over the next decade – that 
means exporting a lot of jobs. If we go 
solar, we will create more local jobs 
than any other energy source.

BC will need lots more renewable 
power to transform into a non-carbon 
economy; preferably using citizen-
owned, cheap, and local energy. Right 
now, you and I can make solar energy 
cheaper than the Site C dam project 
can, when, and/or if, it comes on 
stream.

However, many people cannot 
make solar electricity on their own –
perhaps they have no suitable rooftop 
or backyard, or lack money to make 
that initial investment. So what to do?

We are forming a group called 
Solar Cowichan to help people 
invest in solar energy. The concept 
is simple: form a social enterprise 
group that allows members to invest 
what they can afford in solar panels 
on residential or commercial sites. 
This group would install solar panels 
on suitable property, collect money 
earned from the sale of electricity, and 
redistribute it to shareholders.  

To test the economics of this 
concept, and frankly to put my money 
where my mouth is, I installed 192 
solar panels in my garden. It took 
about 1/10 of a hectare, but will 

produce about 50,000 
kilowatt hours (kWh) 
of energy per year 
which is three to five 
times the amount most 
homes consume.

I  c o n t r a c t e d 
this project to a 
local company as a 
personal investment, 
transferring about 
$145,000 from my 

pension fund. The energy produced 
will save me about $2,000/year as I 
will no longer pay BC Hydro’s Tier 
2 rate of about 12.4 cents per kWh. 
Hydro will also pay about $3,500/year 
for my excess electricity at 9.9 cents 
per kWh.

Combining savings and revenue 
gets me to $5,500, and because I save 
dollars already taxed, I project about a 
4% return in the first year, increasing 
over time as BC Hydro rates increase. 

It’s a good deal considering the 
increasingly poor and volatile returns 
my pension fund earned in the stock 
market this year. And it may get 
even better – a similar project on Salt 
Spring Island produced 10% more 
energy than anticipated. As well, I 
have a 25 year warranty – nobody gets 
that growing strawberries.

Want to step up and invest in solar 
energy but haven’t got enough money? 
Live in a small house, apartment 
or condo? Then use someone else’s 
garden or roof by investing in a citizen-
owned Solar Co-op and get dividends, 
and a thanks from future generations. 
Email cowichancarbonbusters@
shaw.ca.

t
Peter Nix lives in Maple Bay BC 

and is a Cowichan Carbon Buster.

ENERGY

And Everything Else in BC
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plained that for the past several years 
he had been making the journey out 
from Saskatchewan on his annual 
holiday to look for Sasquatch. He’d 
not had any luck so far – but he was 
still hopeful.  After I left the guy, I 
kept looking back over my shoulder 

as I hiked back down the mountain to 
make sure no one – or nothing – was 
following me.

In the 1990s, while working on 
the campaign that would result in the 
designation of the Pinecone Burke 
Provincial Park located north of Pitt 

by Joe Foy

My relationship with 
BC’s elusive Sasquatch 
began early on. I was 
born in 1954 in Lang-

ley, where my parents owned a chick-
en farm. Our neighbour at that time 
was an old-timer who grew strawber-
ries, and spun Sasquatch tales. 

According to my parents, to hear 
our neighbour tell it, he had actually 
been abducted by a Sasquatch while 
on a hunting trip. He had been packed 
and dragged around by the beast, 
up and down the mountainsides and 
forest-choked gullies for several days 
before escaping. 

One time in the 1980s, while hik-
ing back from Slollicum Lake near 
Harrison Hot Springs, I came upon a 
young fellow packing a rifle. He ex-

36

Meadows, I encountered some of the 
thickest bush and steepest mountains 
I had ever travelled through. I wasn’t 
working there very long before I ran 
into a logger who swore that he had 
once seen the shaggy spirit giant 
standing on a gravel bar in the upper 
Pitt River Valley.  

I have come to believe that Sas-
quatch habitat is special. It needs to 
be big enough and bushy enough and 
wet enough and steep enough to make 
you believe that maybe, just maybe, 
there’s a Sasquatch around the other 
side of the big tree up ahead resting in 
the sword ferns. It takes an awful lot 
of wild, mysterious country to contain 
a thought like that. That’s probably 
why I love being in Sasquatch coun-
try so much.  

Recently there have been calls 
from former logging towns, like 

Port Renfrew and Tofino, to end the 
logging of old-growth forests.
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Sasquatch stories are changing 
with the passing decades. At one time 
it was not uncommon to hear of peo-
ple, like our neighbour at the farm, 
who had close and very personal en-
counters with the mysterious denizen 
of the coastal forests. In later decades, 
as wilderness areas shrank due to log-
ging, mining, roads, and dams, Sas-
quatch stories mostly focused on foot-
prints found near logging roads and 
grainy camera images. 

My favourite recent story doesn’t 
have a real Sasquatch in it at all – 
just a brave act in defence of classic 
Sasquatch habitat. Early this year, a 
fellow decided to set up a one-man 
roadblock to protest logging opera-
tions in southern Vancouver Island’s 
Walbran Valley. In this area, some 
of BC’s finest old-growth forests are 
being chainsawed down by a logging 

company. Leading up to his peaceful 
encounter with the police, the pro-
tester donned a Sasquatch costume. A 
friend filmed the event and posted it 
on Facebook. 

It’s a reminder of the personal 
sacrifice many people have made to 
expand protection for BC’s wild plac-
es. I believe that the growing public 
awareness of the Walbran Valley, and 
the continuing hard work and sacri-
fice of forest defenders, will eventu-
ally result in this amazing area of 
ancient forest being granted the full 
protection it deserves.

In a strange turn of events, the 
very protected area named for BC’s 
symbol of wild mystery – Sasquatch 
Provincial Park – recently came under 
threat. In 2013, a logging company 
proposed a scheme to run logging 
trucks through the park to cut down Ph
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a nearby forest designated as spotted 
owl habitat. Spotted owls, as you may 
know, are now almost as rare as Sas-
quatch in BC.  

The good news is that many lo-
cal people banded together to help 
protect this much-loved park. For 
now, it seems the logging truck plan 
has lost steam, and I have to believe 
that it will eventually be dropped for 
good. I learned at a young age that if 
you can believe in the possibility of 
Sasquatch, then just about anything is 
possible.

t
Joe Foy is the national campaign 

director for the Western Canada Wil-
derness Committee, Canada’s largest 
citizen-funded membership-based 
wilderness preservation organization.

Photos by Joe Foy.
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